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CHAPTER I 



CHA11 TER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A Clarification of Terms 

1 

The expression "general education" has come into use 

during the last score of years and largely supercedes the 

expression "liberal education." The latter, moaning liter-

ally an education to "set one free," oan be interpreted 

in a broad sense as a.n eduoatlon which is directed toward 

preparing individuals to have knowledge, understanding, 

and competence to deal ind.ependently and cooperatively 

with important social, political, and personal problems. 

However, there is some feeling that the educational pro-

gram of many liberal education institutions has become so 

specialized and narrow in scope that the term "liberal" 

should no longer be used, for fear that it will be con-

strued to refer to the educational programs of these 

schools, rather than to the original purpose of the ex-

pression .. The McGrath Report states: 

The original purposes of liberal education in 
preparing men and women for a free life which 
they would share with all their countrymen in 
a free society. has been overshadowed by spe-
cialized vocational training. Liberal arts 
colleges have been so preoccupied with the 
training of psychologists, ohem1sts, and musi-
cians, that they have neglected the education 
or the free ma.n.l 

l E. J. McGrath, et al. Toward General Education. 
New York: The Macmillan Co. 6 1948, page 11. 
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It 1s for the foregoi11g reason that flgeneral" often 

1s substituted for "liberal," although the choice raay not 

be a happy one, since "general" may be interpreted in 

different ways; in addition, some authors do not use these 

two words synonymously. Websterl offers the following 

among his def1n1t1011s of the word "general"; "Of or 

perte.in111g to the whole of a body, ro ciety, organization 

or the like"; "Not restrained or limited to a precise 

import or application; not specific; not entering 1n1~o 

details or minutia.a"; "Concerned or deal1l'lg w1th univer-

sal rather than particular aspeoto"; "Pertaining to, 

affecting, or applicable to, many, or the greate~t num-

ber of, persons, cases, or occasions"; "I-rot precise or 

de:f 1n1 te; approx1ma te • " 

The point must be mentioned that in the present 

study the expression "general education" is used only 

in connection with higher education unless otherwise 

ind1oated. Primary and secondary education are, of 

course, general, and the expressions "life adjustment" 

e.nd "common learnings" have been popular 1n describing 

general education at these levels. 

1 Webster's llew International Dictionary of the 
EI!€;11sh Language, Second Ed1t1on, unabridged. Spring-
field, Mass.: G. and C. Merriam Co., 1946, page 104J. 



Perhaps mention should be made of the usage of the 

terms "social" and "political" in the present study, since 

these terms sometimes are used in the same statement. 

"Social" refers to any situation in which interaction 

between individuals can or should take place. "Political" 

refers speo1f1cally to governmental matters. 

Definition of Ge~...eral Education 

Many theories now prevail on what is and 1s not gen-

eral education, and what approaches and methods are most 

suitable for attaining the desired ends. A short, a.ll-1n-

clus1ve definition of the expression 1s difficult, perhaps 

impossible; however, a rew representative definitions have 

been selected from the literature and are presented, fol-

lowed by the definition of general education as it is in-

terpreted for use in this study. 

The executive committee of the Cooperative Study pre-

sents the following as an end goal of general education: 

nTo develop an intelligent, socially sensitive layman able 

and willing to discharge his respons1b111t1es as a cit~zen. 

a community member, a friend; and a member of a family, 

and equipped with interests and powers to give moaning 

and satisfaction to 11fe."l The committee mentioned fur-

ther that highly specialized skills and interests were no 

l A Final Report of the Executive Committee of the 
Cooperative Study in General Education. Coooeration j_n 
General Education. Washington: American Council on 
Education, 1947, page 208. 



guarantee of civic effectiveness, social responsibility, 

or personal happiness and worth. 

Hauptfuehrer states the following as the purpos~ of 

the liberal arts college and general education: 

The function of the liberal arts college is to en-
able its stud.ants to live a life which is reasonably 
secure emotionally, receptive and inquiring intel-
lectually. understanding and tolerant socially and 
disoernili.g and d1scr1minat 1ng culturally. These 
abilities nruot also be supulernented with a general 
comprehension of the nature of the physical world 
as de~onstrated by scientific discovery and re-
search and a general lmowledge of the social and 
!)Olit1ca.l and cultural organization of society of 
the present time and 1ts relation to such organ-
ization of society 1n the past.l 

The Stanford School of Humanities presents the ~ol-

lowing brief, and rather general, definition: "Let us 

say, therefore, that the purpose of a liberal eduoatlon 

is to develop the highest capacities o~ manis total na-

ture so that he may both respond harmoniously to the 

world about him and rebuild the world closer to his 

crucial needs of the moment and his hie-)lest aspirations. n2 

The McGrath Report summarizes the purposes of general 

education as follows: "It prepares the student for a full 

and satisfying life as a member of a family, as a worker, 

as a c1t1zen--an integrated and purposeful human being. 

1 George Hauptfuehrer. "The Husic Department 1n the 
Liberal Arts College .It Association of American Colleges 
Bulletin. 31;.: 1948, page 477. 

2 Report of the Fourth Annual Conference held by the 
Stanford School of Humanities. Continuity in Liberal Edu-
cation: High School and. College. Stanford, California: 
Stanford University Press, 194?. page 4. 
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It does not overlook differences in talent, interest, and 

purpose; nor does it attempt to form everyone in a single 

mental and sp1r1tual mo1d.ul 

The ?forth Central Assoc1a.t1on of Colleges and Sec-

ondary Schools presents a three-point definition of general 

education: 

First, general education 1s intended for every-
.211Q.--not mei'ely :for the select few who become scholars 
or who enter the professions. No long~r will prepa-
ratio11 for college entrance dominate the curriculum 
of the high school which is committed to the objectives 
of general education. The progr•am of such a school 
will be planned to meet the varied needs of all of the 
young people of the community which it serves. 

Second, general education is concerned with the 
total persona.litY--not merely with the L-ritellect but 
with emotions, habits, attitudes. General education 
rega1"ds the student as a single unified being rather 
than a. compartment of knowledge, one of feelings and 
another of belie fa. T"'nia means that specific general 
education programs must be defined 1n terms of what 
the learner is or does rather than in terms of course 
content or a body of knowledge. 

'rhird, general education is concerned with the 
1nd1v1dual1 s non-specialized aot1vit1es. It consists 
of })reparation for efficient livL.,g, no matter what 
one's vocation. This does not at all imply a laclt of 
concern for vocation.al training. Siitce two of the 
respons1b111t1es of every person are a contribution 
to society and the earning of his oim living, general 
education should include the choosing of a vocation 
in relation both to one 1 s o\'m aptitudes and interests 
and to the needs of soc1ety.2 

The committee making the preceding report also mentions 

that the above def1nit1on is really only an introduction 

1 E. J. NcGrath, et al., op. cit., page 9. 

2 A Sub-Committee of the General Education Committee 
Commission on Curricula of Secondary Schools and Institutions 
of Higher Education of the north Central Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools. General Education in the 
American High School. Chicago: Scott, Foresman a11d Co .• 
1942, page xii. 
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to general education, since the ends cannot be separated 

from the methods for obtaining them. The methods are 

discussed later in the committee report. 

A definition of general education :for use in the 

present study cannot be stated satisfactorily until 

several issues concerning method and approach are dis-

cussed. The discussion which follows 1s intended to 

bring out some of the features which must be considered 

in formulating the definition. 

An analysis of the foregoing defir11t1ons and goals 

of general education brings out one feature which is 

common to all: general education should be considered 

in terms of outcomes. The scope of these outcomes is 

debatable to some extent, since the question arises as 

to how ma.ny kinds of education should be recognized. 

The majority of the literature concerning general edu-

cation seems to infer two classifications: general 

and vocational; inter-relationships are admitted, but 

an attempt is made to maintain as much exclusiveness as 

possible. For example, matters quite directly related 

to vocational education, such as the respective problems 

of the architect, engineer, or lawyer, are considered 

outside of the field of general education. However, 

several of the preceding definitions seem to infer that 

general or liberal education 1s the whole of education, 
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of which vocational education 1s a segment. The report 

from the Stanford School of Humanities, previously cited, 

is an example of such interpretation, unless the term 

"liberal" 1s intended in a different sense than "general." 

Likewise, the definition quoted from the report of the 

sub-committee of the North Central Association states 

that, although concern 1s with non-speo1alized activities, 

at least the choosing of a vocation should be included 

in general education. 

Another class1f1oat1on of types of education appears 

in the McGrath Report,l which names three divisions: 

general, electives, and spec1al1zed. General was intended 

for all students, electives were the advanoed courses 

desired by the particular student, and specialized per-

tained to vocational education. 

Although there 1s only minor disagreement concerning 

the desired goals or outcomes of gelleral education, much 

controversy arises when methods are to be designed to 

meet these goals. Present educational philosophy falls 

into two schools of thought, or in some area between the 

two extremes.2 One school of thought believes that in the 

l E. J. McGrath, et al., op. cit., pages 17-21. 

2. See the following 1n this connection: The Fifty-
first Yearbook of the N'atio11a.1 Society for the Study of 
Education. Pe.rt I: General Education. Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press. 1952. Chapter I by T. R. 
McConnell; H. T. Morse, editor. General Education in 
Transition. Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota 
Press, 1951. Chapter V by c. H. Faust and Sidney Hook. 
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great original classics are found the principles and values 

whioh can be applied to the problems arising in any era or 

society. Suoh an educational philosophy must, from its 

definition, emphasize rather rigid organization of subject 

matter areas, and the subject matter would be required of 

all stud.ants. Anothe1" school of thought does not believe 

that an ruta.lys1s of the great works of the past is suffi-

cient to develop the ab11~ty to solve present-day problems, 

although such knowledge may have value as a first step. 

Emphasis is placed on experimentation and direct experience 

in matters closely related to life situations, in order 

to determine what possible uses and values actually exist. 

This philosophy also emphasizes individual diffex•ences, 

recognizes the complexity of the individual personality, 

and aims toward the fulfillment of the needs of each per-

sonality. Therefore, emphasis is on the satisfaction of 

these needs, the curriculum being a flexible instrument 

for the achievement of the needs. Programs emphasizing 

general education range from one extreme, such as the 

"Great Books" curriculum of St. John's University, to the 

other extreme, typified by the functional courses of the 

General College of the University of Minnesota. The .majority 

of programs seem to be a. compromise between the two extreme 

philosophies. 

Since the dominant goal of general-education, as 

stated and inferred 1n various definitions, is the rea11-
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zat1on of certain outcomes by each individual of a society, 

certain plans for subject-matter organization must be con-

sidered. For example: 

The opponents of a common curriculum take the posi-
tion that to the degree that t;he outcome 1s a stand-
ardized view of our cultural heritage, it seems to 
be incompatible with the fundamental :processes by 
which solutions and agreements are reached in a demo-
cratic society. Also, a common curriculum seems to 
them to be inconsistent with what 1s known about in-
d1v1d.ual variations in interests, motives, aptitudes, 
abilit1es

1

. and the processes of development and 
learning. 

The following 1s a continuation: 

Because those who have been working at programs of 
general education are so pre-occupied with problems 
of oontent, it has been almost habitual to think of 
general education as equivalent to a certain set of 
courses (particularly d·-iv1s1:onal courses), whether 
required or not. But a moment's consideration casts 
doubt on this conventional point of view; one real-
izes that the course one student takes for special-
ized purposes another may take as a pa.rt of his gen-
eral education. After reflection, one may conclude 
that general education should be thought of in terms 
of outcomes rather than in terms of courses, and 
that perhaps the Harvard Committee was wise when it 
stated that general education is to be conceived 
more in terms of method and outlook than in terms 
of content.2 

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the foregoing 

discussion has been to bring out features which must be 

considered in defining general education. An examination 

of the literature, as well as curricular offerings of 

1 The Fifty-first Yearbook of the National Society 
~or the Study of Education, op. cit., page 9. Chapter 
by T. R. McConnell. 

2 Ibid., page 10. 
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representative 1nstitut1ons of higher education, indicates 

that the majority of present opinion favors varying de-

grees of flexibility in the curriculum for the realization 

of the objectives of general education. Although there 

is a marked tendency to refer to some courses or groups 

of courses as comprising the general education program, 

most schools offer opportunity for considerable choice 

within the various required divisions, thus making some 

effort to satisfy variations in the needs and 1:nterests 

of the individual students. 

The definition of general education, as interpreted 

for use in the present study, can now be stated: 

General education is any and a.11 exi1eri.e.nce which 
contributes to the satisfaction of the needs of the 
particular ind.1v1dual in his role aG a nerson and 
member of society, but whtch is not concerned 1Jri-
marily with the nacul~.ar needs and demands of his 
vocation or intended vccation. 

The term ••need" 1n this connection 1s not considered 

as a synonym for "desire" 01" "want," although doubtless 

the wants of the individual often are the same as his 

needs. It 1s intended that the satisfaction of needs 

should refer to the improvement of personal, social, and 

political competencies and well-being. Emphasis is on 

attaining desired outcomes through the experiences most 

likely to effect these outcomes for the particular in-

dividual. The definition acknowledges the variations in 
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individuals, and infers that much variation in curricular 

offerings is necessary. This does not mean that no re-

quirements be made, but that each requirement offer many 

possible avenues for 1ts fulfillment. Ind1vic1ual guic1ance 

is a key factor in such a.program. 

In conclusion, the fact must be realized that there 

can be no clear-cut dividing line between general and 

vocational education from the standpoint of the educational 

experiences themselves. The general education apnroach 

attempts to choore course material which can have a dlrect 

relation to the life experiences of the layman, and at-

tempts to present this material with emphasis on values, 

understandings. and ar.,preciat1oris. Skills and teolmiques 

are utilized. only to the extent to which they are needed 

to carry out the above approach. However, most courses 

primarily designed as general education have value also 

for the future specialist 1n the field. Also, even the 

most highly specialized technical course or education can 

be general education for some students, depending on the 

purpose for which it is pursued and the outcomes resulting 

from the study. In addition, the personal satisfaction 

received from performlng professional duties and. the in-

creased personal, social, and political awareness and 

understanding resulting from some vocations are examples 

of general education as a by-product of vocational edu-

cation. 
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History of General Eduoationl 

History tells us that formal education was di11ooted 

towi1rd social and oultural ands 111 the golden age of 

Greece and earlier. The curriculum was small .. consisting 

at first of training 1n c1tizonsh1p, military soienoe, 

literature, religion, mus1o, nnd physical education. The 

purpose of education was to prepare the 1nc1:1.vid.ual to be 

a oultured, useful member of soo1ety. 

Historians are. divided on ,:,p_in1ons or t;·:1e- status of 

edu~ation dm•ing the Da1•k Age.·s and Ea1·ly M1!1~.11e Ages. 

The cou,rentional viewpoint 1s that education dropped to 

a low le vol dUl'ing these periods. Another viewpoint is 

that education was of fu1rly high caliber duri11t; these 

perioda, but that this fact cunnot b.e veri:f:1.ed 1~eoause 

of the loss of most of the records and other oo:r·roborat1ve 

evidence. It is known that during the educational age 

knm·m as "Monasticism" many schola1.,s withdrew f1"om the 

current wr:>rld. of affairs and dedicated their lives to 

translating and organizing ths ancient classios, attempt-

111.g to p·~st1·VQ the lesr11ing of the past. Emphasis was 

on sat1sfuctorv preparation for lift in the 11ext world. 

1 Eurly h1storltHl.l information 1s from the following: 
Ellwood ·cubberl&y •. A Brief History of Education. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co~, 1922; 1''freder1ok Eby a.ncl c. F •. 
A~rowood. The Development of Modern Education. New York: 
Prentice-Hall. Inc., 1940; E. w. Knight. Twenty Centuries 
of Education._ Boston: Ginn and Co., 1940. 



Somewhat later suoh men as Boethius, Cassiodorus, Alcuin, 

and Maurus advanced educational interest by preparing 

criticisms and text books based on the ancient classics, 

particularly the writL~gs of Aristotle and leaders in 

the church. This period of the Middle Ages, known as 

nscholasticism." oono~ntrated on intellectual discipline, 

and is characterized by the following: "The chief prob-

lem of scholasticism was to harmonize reason and the 

Christian faith, to support the Church doctrines by rea-

soned argument, to justify faith by reason a.nd theology 

by log1c.n1 

In the Late Middle Ages the program known as the 

"Seven Liberal Arts of the Middle Ages" flourished. This 

program consisted of two divisions, the "tr1v11.11l!" and 

"quadrivium." The former contained three subjects: 

grammar, rhetoric, and logic. The latter contained four 

subjects: ar1thmet1o, geometry, astronomy, and music. 

In more advanced study and higher education the student 

could pursue etll1cs and theology. In conjunction with the 

academic education of this period, muoh informal education 

was available to the nob111ty--the only class which re-

ceived a fairly broad general education 1n the period 

under discussion. This education, kno,m as "ch1valry,n 

1 E. w. Y..night, op. cit., page 118. 



was of the following nature: 
Chi.valry placed emphasis on the so-oalle<l t1seven arts 
of the M1dr1le Ages tt: rid1.ng, arohery, feno1ng, swimming, 
hunting, rhyming, and wh1at-play 1:itg or chess -pltty-111.g. 
The 6 ten connnandmentefl of' the system rec1uired that each 
part1o1pant 111. it pray, defeml tho church, ohun a1n, 
fight for his lady, engage 1n loyal war, defend widows 
and orpl1ar49. defend the x·ight, travel, love God, .aud 
observe the advice or truo men.l 
It 1s likely thot the f1rst truly forward movement 

in education of oompara.t1\--ely modern times began with tlle 

poriorl known as the Renaissance. 'l\he awakening of interest 

1n the presai1t world, 1n emotional as well as intellectual 

factors, in too appreoiat1on of nature and of beauty, und 
1n improvements 1n all spheres of life gradually was 
acoomr,11shed. Progreas was slow, the procedure of ana-

lyz1?1g the past for d1reot1on to the present and future 
being the method 1n vogue at first. The proceu~e of ex-

perimenting with present ex1st1ng :phenomena arrived slowly:. 
Probably a ooJor reason tor emphasis on liberal edu-

cation 1n these em"ly times and even a.a recently e.s the 

eighteenth century was that little speo1a.11za.t1on was 
needed. Tl1e vas't maJor1ty of all persons tell into tbe 

classes of statesman, raerohant. and pea.sent. or othe1" 

sem1-sk11led or unskilled labo~, and the noosssa.ry knowl-
edge and skills of the callings could be acquired qu1ckly 

l E. w. K111ght, op. cit., page 110. 
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1n apprenticeship, making formal education in the specinlty 

unnecessary. However, formal liberal education was enjoyed. 

only by the few of the elite classes until fairly recent 

times. 

First tandenoias toward specialization in education 

are observed with the addition of law and medicine to the 

curriculum in the L~te Middle Ages. As the sum total of 

the world*s knowledge continued to grow, it became evident 

tha.t everyone could not be expected to master everything. 

The world, once simple, was becoming more and more complex. 

The thirst for knowledge and spirit of inquiry of the 

Renaissance and the drastic societal changes oaused by 

the Industrial Revolution were largely responsible for 

the trend toward vocational speoial1zation and its empha-

sis in the curriculum. New professions requiring much 

study and research appeared, and older professions grew 

in scone and knowledge to the extent that they required 

more training than that vn1ich could be learned 1n brief 

practice. Fields such as medicine beclMrt~ so complex that 

they were sub-divided into smaller divisions, and spe-

c1al1zat1on was both needed and required in each division. 

In a similar manner oocupations and trades formerly en-

joyed by one man were revolutionized with the advent of 

machinery. Machines which could do separate operations 

much more efficiently than man with his simple tools 
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brought about the division of capital and labor and their 

resultant problems. Assembly line techniques and the 

division of labor demanded a large number of highly spe-

cialized skills. 

With the need of vocational specialization becoming 

so imperative, it was inevitable that higher education. 

would eventually emphasize vocational preparedness and 

slight liberal education, even in those institutions 

spec:1.f1ca.lly dedicated to liberal ideals. 

Further slighting of general education can be credited 

to the secondary sohoola. Many high schools established 

two programs, one for the ·future college student and one 

for the student who did not plan to enter higher education. 

The former program featured conoentrat1on in fields which 

would satisfy college entrance requirements and served 

largely as pre-professional training. The latter program 

stressed the development of the knowledge and skills 

needed in some vocation planned by the student after 

graduation. A broad, cultural education was at beat 

a concomitant to these two progTams: college preparatory 

and vocationaJ. 

The eight-year study of curriculuml, commenced two 

decades ago, presented evidence that students who had a 

1 W. M. Aikin. The Story of the Eight-Year Study. 
Mew York: Harper and Brothers, 1942. 
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broad secondary education, directed toward satisfying 

the needs of present anct future living, succeea.ed as well 

in college study as those who had th.e pre-college cur-

riculum. These results have oaused considerable contro-

versy in curriculum plamiing. The present-day trend in 

secondary education is toward a broad, cultural, functional 

program for the most part, with opportunity for some voca-

tional s-pecialization for those who need or desire it; 

however, many of the earlier programs are still in exist-

ence. 

The emphasis of the past few years on general edu-

cation in this country probably 1s largely a result of 

the failure to solve satisfactorily the many social, 

political, and economic problems of the present age. 

German educational philosophy, which has become Promi-

nent 1n our country, has stressed the extension of knowl-

edge rather than the dissemination of 1tl. There hes not 

been a favorable balance between these two needs of edu-

cation. The emphasis of the German educational philos-

ophy on research has resulted. often in highly specialized 

ed.ucntion, with a lack of concern for problems of --per-

sonal and social adjustment. 

1 See 1n this connection: Bernard Phillips, "The 
Humanities and the Idea of Man. n The Journal of Gene1~a1 
Education. 2: 129-137, 1948. 
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Countsl, in a discussion of changes which have taken 

place in our society in recent generations, mentions that 

our worldJ which at one time Nae small; and then became 

large. is now once again small because of transportation 

facilities. Our transportation being so swift, we ca."'l 

no longer consider any part of the l1orld as being very 

:far away, nor a.re we any longer protected by our oceans. 

Domesticn.lly, people 111 one eeot1on of our om1 country 

can no longer ignore those in other sections. This adds 

up to the fact that knowledge and understanding of all 

peoples of the world has become vitally necessary, and 

increasing emphasis must be placed on problems of coop-

eration. 

Perhaps one of the strongest reasons for emphasis 

on general education in this country is that a democracy 

demands it. Democracy can be completely realized only 

if each person takes the responsibility for doing his 

part as an individual and as a citizen; otherwise he 

must be told what to do, and the path 1s gradually paved 

for a d1chotorn.y of dictator and populace. Democratic 

behavior requires broad knowledge and understanding. 

Special attention to the development of general 

education programs began in the early 1930 1 s, although 

l G. S. Counts, Education and the Promlse of 
America. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1946, pages ?-13. 
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strongest emphasis on such programs started in the past 

decade. Today many schools are experimenting with a 

general education curriculum. The curriculum, teaching 

methods, and administrative organization of the various 

programs differ considerably. Most of these programs can 

be considered still in the experimental stage, and will 

no doubt undergo some revision, dictated by the results 

of this education. Some of the institutions of higher 

learning which can be considered as pioneers 111 gener1al 

education experimentation are the following: Columbia, 

Harvard, Dartmouth, Swarthmore, Bard, Sarah Lawrence, 

Bennington, Yale, Colgate, Michigan State, University 0£ 

Minnesota, University of Florida, University of Chicago, 

and the University of Wisconsin. Locally, Kansas State 

College, Baker University, and Bethel College have int1~0-

duced programs recently.l 

General education programs of the present largely 

fall into 011.e or more of the following divisions: 

1) distribution requirements---required courses in 

various areas, divisions, or departments; 2) comprehen-

sive survey courses---fused courses usually grouped 1n 

the categories of natural sc1e:nces, social sciences, end 

humanities; J) functional couraes---courses dealing 

l Repeated reference to some of these schools and 
their progTams during the course of the present study 
is for the reason that such schools are responsible for 
m1;tch of the recent literature on general education. 
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directly with praot1oal real life problems; 4) the "great 

books" currlculum:...--a study of the great original works 

in all fields; 5) individual guidance.l 

At the present t1me-a true evaluation of the ap-

proaches just named would be inconclusive. A first step, 

an analysis of the soundness of the curriculum and methods 

in accordance with the desired outcomes of general edu-

cation, might be atterr~ted, but this must be followed by 

substantial <la.ta on the effects of the education on the 

lives of the students themselves. Such data 1s not at 

hand at this time. 

Some d1st1ng1.1ishing features of the various approaches 

to general education are worthy of brief mention at this 

time. 

Programs wh1oh utilize division or departmental re-

quirements may be sound if broad coverage 1s required, 

if there is sufficient cooperation between the areas, 

divisions, and departments, and if there 1s some attempt 

at integration of the various materials. It 1s likely 

that these above cond1t1011s often are not met. 

Comprehensive survey courses were organized for the 

purpose of showing the relationships among materials which 

l For a discussion of these and other features of 
general education, the following is recomnended: Report 
of the Harvard Committee. General Education in a Freo 
Society. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1945. 
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formerly were taught e.s isolated subjects. When the 

survey courses are successful, tho material usually in-

creases in interest and meaning for the student; when 

the courses are poorly organized and taught they may 

result merely in the accumulation of isolated facts. 

Functional courses,ment1oned earlier, are an at-

tempt to deel with aotual problems which occur or prob-

ably will occur in the lives of the students. In this 

progre..m the attempt is mad.e to 1n·eak down the barrier 

between school studies and life outside of the school. 

One common criticism of functional programs is that 

some of the subjects included may not be worthy of 

school time, and the materials may be acquired just 

as efficiently through some other agency. 

The "great books" curriculum, also mentioned ear-

lier, is e study of the great originals in the various 

fields. Students supoosedly will learn to think inde-

pendently and make discriminating jud.gments through this 

method. Common criticisms are that the transfer of 

learning from the originals to present-day practica.l 

problems cannot be guaranteed, and that the study may 

be overly 1ntellectual, possibly lacking in interest. 

However, the V"alue of direct contact with the great 

original works, as against contact with later revised 

editions and writings about the original works, must 

be recognized. 
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Individual guidance often 1s carried on 1n connection 

with certain courses. This is an attempt to recognize the 

individual needs of students and give them assistance in 

solving problems 1n the subject concerned. Some m11ver-

sit 1es and colleges have a.ids entitled "precepts. 11 1 These 

precepts, composed both of graduate students anc1 professors, 

each have a certain number of students to assist in indi-

vidual sessions. This service usually is required for all 

freshmen and optional for sophomores. 

History of Hus1c 1n General Education 

Mus1a was inoluded 1n the early Greek curriculum. To 

quote from Cubberley, "Music, the literature and religion 

of their own people, careful physical training, and in-

struction in the duties and practices of citizenship con-

stituted the entire curr1culum."2 However, the music of 

the Greeks was considerably c11fferent in nature from 

present-day music. The actual expression was in the 

recitation of the poetry, the music being used as an 

accompaniment and enhancement to this activity. 

Early church philosophy co11demned·music because of 

its ability to affect the emotions. Music was permitted 

1n the churches, but was regarded merely as a means for 

1 See in this connection: Colgate University. The 
Colgate Plan of Education. Colgate University: mimeo-
graphed form, page l. 

2 Ellwood Cubberley, op. cit., page 16. 
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more effective presentation of the spoken Nord. Care was 

taken that nothing of an apparent emotional nature occurred, 

and no instrumental music was permitted, except as accom-

paniment to the singi.ng. 

The attitude of the church toward music stemmed 

from the early 0-reek beliefs about the modes of that 

day. Certain modes were described as being capable of 

causing certain traits and emotional states. Such names 

as strong, courngeous, sensuous, lascivious, carnal, ex-

citing, a.nd. many others were usec1 in connection with cer-

tain modes, deoisioi1.S depending greatly on the pitch of 

the mode. Although, as mentioned previously, music as 

known to the Greeks, was an important part of the curric-

ulum, only music practices which would help to develop 

the virtues classed as desirable by the religion and the 

state t·rere taught 1n school. Thus, it is understandable 

Nhy the church woulc1 be wa1,y and suspicious of music and 

greatly censor its use, ~referring to use it as little 

as possible in order to minimize chances for corruption. 

Since the church controlled education, music in 

American schools was pract1cally non-existent in the 

first two centuries of settlement in this country. l How-

ever, progress was being made in European countries. 

l 'l1he following present cletailed inforr.mtion 011 the 
Pl'esent discussion: Guste.ve Reese. Music in the .Middle 
Ages. New York: w. w. Uorton and Co., 19}-r,o; E. B. Birge~ 
History of Public School Music in the United States. 
Philadelphia: Oliven Ditson Co., 1937. 
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greatly. Also, the ~ecular music of the troubadours 

and mifu~esingcrs WdS gaining 1n popularity. By the 
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time of the settlement of the American Colonies, secular 

music and serious composers were flourishing in several 

European countries. 

A few singing societies were rormed 1n the Americ~n 

colonies during the early eighteenth century, and their 

maL~ purpose was to improve the quality of singing in 

the church service. Formal education was oonoerned 

chiefly with the "three r's" and a few other subjects 

whose immediate practicality supposedly justified their 

inclusion in the curriculum. 

later on 1n the colonies, by the early part of the 

nineteenth century, the rigid attitude toward music be-

gan to relax; however, 1t was replaced by another opinion 

which has clone much to discourage music in generr-1.l edu-

cation. 'l'his opinion was that music participation in any 

form requires a special talent or aptitude. If this is 

not present, all attempts in musical endeavor are wasted. 

This "all or none" philosophy toward music has retarded 

somewhat its study from the appreciation, avocation, 

social, and mental and physical hygiene aapects, preva-

lent in !11US1c education tod~ay. The theory that the 

study must be of a professional nature or not at all 
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has been ha.rd. to eradicate. It oan be traced to the 

Germanic educational tradition, featuring specialization 

in one's most talented endeavor and research to find 

addit:tonal truths, but ignoring the dissemination of 

that knowledge n.eeded by all. 

The work of !Dwell Mason in the Boston schools of 

the 18J0 1 s ca11 be credited as an early attempt to ~Jrove 

that music talent exists in most children, but 1n varying 

degrees, just as all other talents do. 

Music 1n higher education 1n the United States be-

gan to appear in the late 1700 1 s.l Harve..rd and Dartmouth 

were two of the f-irat schools to permit music. He1.,vard 

students had a s1nglng society by 1786, and some use of 

"ftt§,'1:t111g pieces 11 occurred even earlier than this. Ha.1,vard 

also formed &-1'1 orchestra in 1808 '1-Ihich hus lasted con-

tinuously to the present. Dartmouth formed a m:'Jldel 

Society in 1807. Thin organization was opposed to "fuguing 

pieces" and wanted to cultivate higher tc.~stes in. music. 

Progrnms and orations on music were held frequently. 

All music used by the abo\Te groups rran of a religious 

nature until near the middle of the nineteenth century, 

when some secular mus:lo started to gain a.c1n1ttence. It 

1 Historical information on music in higher education 
is from the following: E. V. Jeffers. MuGio for the 
General College Student. New York: King's Crown Press, 
19h4; Vincent Jones. Nusi.c Education in the College. 
Boston: c. C. Birchard and Co., 1949. 
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is interesting to note that in 1835 Oberlin College an-

nounced a "Professor of Sacred Music"; however, after 1842 

the word "sacred" was deleted, thus showing a change in 

attitude. 

It is not definitely known what proportion of the 

student bodies took part in musical activities, but music 

of these times was not yet regard.ed as a specialized study. 

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century college 

enrollments started to increase greatly, and many new sub-

jects were introduced. Music now joined the £orma.l cur-

riculum. Some schools emphasized theory, history, and 

musicology, while others emphasizecl performance, and still 

others stressed all of these. Tl1us, the en:phasis on per-

formance exemplified. by the European conservatories and 

the studies in musicology of the contLY1ental universities 

were exerting an influence on Amer1ca,n mus io study. 

Music now was tend:i.ng toward a specialized, professional 

study for the few, but general education ideas continued 

to prevail to some extent end music credit was allowed. 

toward the Bachelor of Arts degree, altllough there was 

much variation between schools 1n the courses which al-

lowed this credit. 

The various kinds of music appreciation courses made 

their appearance near the beginning of the present century. 

These courses spread N-1.pidly until at the present time 
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many institutions of htgher learning offer one or more 

courses attempttng to promote apprec1at1.on in the general 

student. 

With the recent emphasis on general education, the 

fused oourRes 1n the humanities we1 ... e formulated, and 

music wes g1ve11 n place 111 tl11s study. Scripps College, 

Claremont, California, claims to have been the f1rot 

college to incorporate music 1n the required humnntt1es 

courses, commencing th1A 1n 1928. 

In oonnootion with this part of the study, an at-

tempt was macle,. through written cammu111cat1ons with 

leaders and scholars in the field of general education. 

to disc'>ver schools wit,h outstanding prog;rams of mus1o 

in general education. Results were helpful, and some 

information was oi.1ta1ned which had m>"t been found in the 

11 tel'•ature on the subJect. Progrn.ms speo1f1cally directed 

toward general educntlon are still quite novel, although 

all of tho ·programn reviewed :Tor tho present study ha.ve 

incorporated music ill the humanities courses or have 

special mus1c courses. 

Two courses, one at Harvard University and one at 

Baker University, will be described here as representative 

of present-day attempts at music in general education. 

The former university has a course called "Music Itn which 
offers an extens1.ve v1ew from the beginning of th~ Christian 
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era to tho present.1 The class meets three times wee~ly, 

twice for lectures, illustrations, and cl.emonst-rations, 

and. once in small groups :for discussions. ?iano, phono-

graph, and projector are employed often in class meetings, 

and much musical 1llustra.tion is used. The pie.no 1s em-

phasized., since there need be no interruptions of the 

music and the music seems very real to the students. 

Professors from other university departmE:nts lecture to 

the class en social, political, and religious backgrounds 

of the eras under discussion. Listening periods f;..:ppro-

priate to the pe1'tiorl under discussion e.re held outside of 

class. A syllabus conteJ.111:ng ell technical info~mat ion 

needed. in the class ls presented to each student at the 

begim~ing of the semester. Material 1s presented in 

chronological order. Tests are given from music not 

k.Y},own to the stude11ts. All q_uestions are based upon 

factors or qualities 1n the music itself. 

Betker Un1vers1.ty2 offers music in e. fused course 

entitled. "Man and the Pine Arts," wh1ch03.rries four 

semester hours of credit, two ea.ch semester. i:l'he history 

8..t'ld development of architecture, painting, sculpture, 

graphic art, and music are traced, with emphasis upon 

1 A. T. Davison. "The Humanistic Approach to the 
Teaching of Music." Volume of Proceedlngs of the.Music 
Teachers National Associo.tion. 4:,: 67-79, 191.~9. 

2 R. '·C. Stutzman. A Status Report of Man and the 
Fine Arts---A General Education Course et Baker University. 
Unpublished masters thesis, University of Kansas, 1951. 
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the place or the arts in man's social development, and as 

little consideration as possible of the more technical 

details of these arts. The lecture method 1s used. The 

chronological approach is used, tmd generous use 1s made 

of audio and visual aids in reference to artist and com-

posers. Lectures also attempt to integrate the arts with 

historical, pol1t1oal, and soo1al factors of the periods 

under consideration. Interest appeal is made a maJor factor 

in the choice of materials. Students must d.o wide outside 

reading in this course. The course 1s requlred of all 

students who do not pass an entrance proficiency exami-

nation 1n the arts. '!'he tests in the course are mostly 

on factual knowledge and of the multiple choice type. 

Occasionally, students are required to write an essay 

without reference to notes during class time. The tests 

and essays, plus noteboolrn containing reports of listening, 

concerts, outside reading, and. the like oomµr1se the evalu-

ation used in th1s course. 

Thus, it has been observed that music in ancient times 

was a part of general eclucat1on. I.ater. mus1o virtually 

disappeared from the formal curriculum; when the church 

attitude relaxed somewhat, music again appeared in higher 

education, and was regarded for a few years as a non-
npecialized activity, consisting mainly of singing so-

cieties. After the inclusion in the curriculum of the 
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more technical and advanced courses, the trend was toward 

specialization; however, recent emphasis on general edu-

cation has brought about increased interest concerning the 

possible values of music study for the general student. 

Today's programs are of two main kinds; the course which 

attempts to integrate all of the P...rts, and the course 

which is primarily concerned with music, but brings 1n 

other factors as they apply to the matter at hand. 

One cr1t1c1sm of the integrated arts course is that 

rarely does the student receive a sufficient foundation 

in any one of the arts. It 1s necessary that either he 

receive enough education through such a course to meet 

his needs and abilities, or that he be sufficiently stinru.-

lated to continue his studies in one or more of the fields 

of art. This weakness often 1s alleviated by offering one 

or more advanced general courses 1n the arts or humanities. 

The major value of the integrated course 1s that the re-

lationships of the arts can be shown, perhaps resulting 

in increased understanding and interest in all the arts, 

and thus, a broader cultural background. 

Individual music courses designed for the general 

student have not as yet achieved universal recognition 

for worth. According to the literature, a major fault 

lies in teaching methods which result either in an un-

interesting, watered-dm-ra, mis- or non-a.ireoted 11sten1ng 
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course, or, to the opposite extreme, in a course crowded 

with technical knowledge not needed by the general con-

sumer of mus1o. However. the fact that mus1o appreciation 

courses are so numerous 1s at least a sign that the desire 

to provide music education for the general student is pres-

ent.l 

Statement of the Problem 

Recent emphasis on the importance and needs of gen-

eral education suggests that all 1nst1tut1ons of higher 

learning re-direct effort toward the realization of the 

desired outcomes of general education. One feature of 

such effort is the determination of the contribution which 

each subject of the curriculum can make toward the reali-

zation of these desired outcomes. If musical experience 

can contribute in any manner or degree toward the reali-

zation of the needs and goals of general education. the 

nature of such experience should be determined. 

Meed for the Stud.y 

The problem of music in general education has been 

largely one of opinion and inadequately guided practice. 

Opinion, to be of definite value, must be substantiated 

1 Music appreciation courses will be treated more 
in detail 1n Chapter II. 
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by evidence. A few attempts have been made to ve!'ify 

certain opinions by objective evidence; however, no 

studies have been discovered in which a 11st of criteria 

for musio 1n general education has been explicitly for!IIU-

lated from existing related evidence. Such a procedure 

is one of the necessary first steps in evaluation and 

curriculum planning. 

Purnose of the Study 

The purpose of the present study is to determine 

criteria which must be satisfied for the thorough reali-

zation of the contribution of music to general education. 

Method of the Stucly 

1) Presentation of literature related to the study 

Representative selections from literature con-

cerned with the subject of music in general education 

will be presented for the purpose of showing the various 

issues in the field, together with some of the opinions 

and data connected with these issues. 

2) Determination of the desired outcomes of general 
e(luoation 

Reading and study in general education will be 

undertaken for the purpose of determining the desired out-

comes or objectives of general education. 
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J) Determination of the contributions of music to 
general education 

Reading and atud.y in the various fields of musical 

experience will be undertaken to discover qualities or 

features in music which appear to have a relationship to 

the desired outcomes of general education. Only those 

features which are supported by adequate evidence will 

be retained. Such evidence must fall into the following 

inter-related categories: (the results of) a) practical 

application or use; b) directed observation; c) controlled 

experiment; d) scholarly opinion. 

4) Determination of the criteria for music in general 
ea.uoation 

A crosshatch diagram, which will give visual rep-

resentation to the possible areas 1n which music contributes 

to general education, and which will also help to focus 

attention on possible relationships, will be constructed. 

The criteria for music in general education will be deter-

mined from the relationships evident 1n the crosshatch nnd 

from the evidence 1n support of the features of general 

education and music. 
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE: MUSIC 

IN GENERAL EDUCA'l'ION 

As stated in oonnect1on with the need for the study, 

no studies have been discovered in which a 11st of criteria 

for music in general education has been formulated from 

related evidence; however, num<3rous articles, as well as 

a few theses and books, have appeared in recent years on 

various phases of music in general education. 

Sources cited have been selected with the purpose of 

presenting several issues involved in mus1o 1n general ed-

ucation in order to show the complexity of this problem. 
\ 

Aocor~1ngly, the literature ralls, in a general manner 

and with some overlapping, 1nto the following four classi-

fications and is presented respectively in this manner: 

1) critic1sr.is and suggestions for music appreciation 

courses; 2) teaching experiments in music anprec1at1on; 

J) integration of music with other subjects; 4) philos-

ophies of music in general education; teaching, adminis-

trative, and. organ1zat1onal problems of music 1n general 

education. 



Criticisms and Suggestions for Nus1c Appreciation Courses 

Hansonl points out that many students receive the 

bachelor of arts degree although they have received little 

or no understanding and appreciation of the arts. They 

usually have fared better in the sciences. He also states 

that the appreciation courses in music are usually taugJ.1t 

by the youngest, least-experienced, lowest-salaried member 

of the staff, although adequate, successful teaching in 

appreciation demands great background an(l teaching experi-

ence. Hanson also emphas:tzes the need of much expensive 

equipment, such as recoI'ds, recording equipment, 1)cores, 

visual aids, listening rooms, and practice rooms, and. the 

difficulty of obtaining a place for these in the budget. 

In regarcl to teaching for appreciation he believes that 

knowleclge of the h1.story and br:tckground of the music and 

of definitions o.f terms and styles is import£:nt, but i·rill 

:not result in complete appreciation. "In music this basic 

problem is concerned not with history, not even with aes-

thetics, but with the sensitizing of the ear to an aware-

ness of the elements which go together to make mus1c."2 

An appreciation of the medium itself 1s the most importent 

factor, ancl can be gained by careful, and sometimes repe-

titious, listentng to and. studying of rhythm, melody, 

1 Howard Hanson. "Music in the Liberal Arts College." 
The Journal of General Eo.ucation. 1: 156-159, 194?. 

2 Howard Hanso11, op. c1 t., page 158. 
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harmony, and form, 1n this respective order, and in musi-

cal settings ranging from the simple to the complex. 

Davison offers in this same connection a. picturesque 

description of music appreciation courses as they have 

been known in the past and perhaps are too often known 

in the present. 

Courses in music history and appreciation were often 
miniature rest cures where the college behemoths--the 
crew men anc1 the football -pleyers--relaxed the.tr weary 
muscles, listened absently to the instruotor•s re-
marks, were moved by the sound of music to drowsy 
contemplation of the outdoore, and finally took asylum 
in the oblivion of d.eep sleep.I 

Davison states that there has been too much studying 

"about" music and not enough experience n1n" music. He 

em:9hasizes working from music and with music fu"l.d using 

copious musical 1llustrat1ons. 

Jones expresses the following: "The future type o-r 

course should. aim at an eventual appreciation of what ac-

tually transpires in music, a recognition, olassif1cat1on, 

and analysis of musical effects."2 Jones, however, does 

not minimize the need of some b1ogi,aph:tcal and other re-

lated material. He states that the a1m of a hreneral course 

1n music literature should be an acquaintance ,-,1th repre-

sentative works of each important epoch 1n music history 

presented in the various media of musical expression. 

l A. T. Davison, op. cit., page 68. 
2 Vincent Jones, op. cit., page 192. 
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The following procedures are indicated: recogn1ti0n of 

themes and. rllythms. 1noiclental historical and biographical 

data, ind1.vidual reactions in reference to enjoyment and. 

reasons fo1-- o·oinions, and sone individual rem.H:~.1 .. ch along 

lines of special interest. Attention will be centered 

also on the phases of rhythmic, formal, melod:1.c, harmonic~ 

descriptive, and p1ctor1al elements. Also some attention 

will be given to the philosonhical bases of certain types 

of music. Jo:n.es also discusses three methods of presen-

tation which he calls the logicnl, chronological, and 

psychological approaches. He points out the r:trong and 

wealt 3:,01nts of each of these. 

Tllompso.n some years ago renlized the fa.llacies and 

sho1 .. tcomings of music appreciation courses as they usually 

were conducted: 

In a History and Literature or Appreciation couroe 
of a sadly familiar oort, the teacher enters the 
classroom, calls the roll, returns quiz-pupers, 
and announces the next assignment. These prelimi-
naries over, c. few glittering generalities, a fet1 
'facet1ae 1 ; a few 'stories' about the music (usu-
ally invented after 1t l•.ras ·written), o.ne or two 
popular opinions, time-tried and safe, and the 
class is under way ! Biographical details of the 
musicians are cut to a minimum. References to the 
forrIE of the music are passed over gingerly, as if 
the technical aspects of composition were a subject 
which could hardly be broached without losing con-
verts to Music and jeopardizing the enrolment in 
in the course. After saying everything which seems 
to him pertinent, the teacher turns to the musical 
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illu.strC:.tions. The r.im·rkiohness fand 1nsipid1 ty of these 
courses are often 1rr1 ta ting to st\tdents. l 

Blehm2 designed five study units on the music of con-

trasting types of compositionsa.nd composers, these units 

starting with the familiar and proceeding to the more un-

familiar. Students learn how to use melody, harmony, and 

rhythm from studying these factors in the music of the 

various composers. Developmont of m1derstanding 1s fos-

tered through a stu(1y of controversial issues. 

Teaching Er.-,erimcnts in Music Auurec1u.t1on 

Soule3 conducted an experiment at the Teachers Col-

lege of C011x1.eot1cut, New Britain, Co:nneot1out, during the 

winter term of the year 1949-50. The purpose of the ex-

periment was to discover whether or.not participation 1n 

string, woodwind and brass combined, and vocal ensembles 

would enhance appreciation of these mediums and of music 

in generale All students were required to take music ap-

preciation for one quarter ana. the experimental group was 

l Randall Thompson. College Music. New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1935, page 72. 

2 R. I. Blehm. A Plan for Developing Muslc Annrec,.-
ation on Senior Hi h School Level. Unnublished masters 
thesis, University of Kansas, 194. -

J R. C. Soule. A College Course 1n Music Aunrec1-
at1on Through Particiuation. Unpublished doctoral d1s-
sertat 1011, Teachers College, Columbia Uni vers 1 ty, -19 50. 



chosen at rP..ndom from this class. All members purticipated 

for a few weeks in each of the ensembles, played a short 

time on each of the instruments, and. conducted the ensemble. 

Practice rooms were provided for use outside of class periods, 

and some extra instruction on techniques was given. During 

the class periods easy arrangements of tuneful material 

were played and disov.ssed, with recordings being made of 

the remarks and reactions of claas members. During the 

last few weeks of the quarter some listening perio(ls inter-

vened between the performing periods. The criteria used 

for evaluating the results of the training wore interest, 

awa11eness, unde1--stauding, and initiative. Results on all 

of these were quite high in regard to instruments and voices, 

although not as high on the larger forms and meanlngs, 

caused, in part at least, by the short duration of the 

course. Enthusiasm in general was high throughout, even 

though performing sldlls natur•ally were at a lm11 level and 

the music did not sound very satisfactory. Those with the 

least musical background received the most vE~lue from the 

course. 

Stopherl organized an experimental class in the 

Thibodaux Elementary School, Thibodaux, Louisiana. The 

l M. T. Stopher. A Course in Husio Anoreciation. 
Unpublished masters thesis, University of Katmas, 1949. 
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class was comprised of 28 members of both sexes, from 12 

to 16 years of' age. It met for one semester, three times 

weekly, each period 45 m1J.1utes in duration. Student back-

grounds were determined by preliminary questioning o-r all 

students. The method o:r teaoh1ng was highly 1nd1v1dualized. 

An attempt was made to start with the individual and his 

background and increase his appreciation by increasing his 

understandings and knowledge of musical phenomena. Phono-

graph records, piano, class s1ng1ng, demonstrations, and 

discussions were utilized. At the end of the course an 

examination was given which measured factual information 

for the most part. Results of the entire course seemed 

to be quite favorable. 

Kestonl endeavored to determine which of two teaching 

methods was the most effeotive in teaching music apprecia-

tion. For the experiment, which lasted an entire school 

year, one hundred and forty-seven junior and senior high 

school students of the University of Minnesota. High School 

were divided into three experimental groups and three con-

trol groups. The control grouus listened to phonograph 

recordings of classical music without any comment by the 

teacher other tha.Y! the announcement of the music to be 

heard. The experimental groups listened to these record-

ings and, in addition, were subjected to lecture material 

l M. J. Kesten. "An Experimental Evaluation or Two 
Different Methods of Teaching Music Appreciation. 11 

American Psychologist. 4: 289, 1949. (A summary pre-
sented at the program of the fifty-seventh annual meeting 
of the American Psychological Association.) 



designed to arouse interest 1n the musio to be heard. The 

following tests were administered at the beginning and end 

of the school year: Keston I1usic Preference Test, Keston 

Music Recognition Test, und the Oregon Music Discrimination 

'Test. Information also was gathered from I. Q. tests, 

grade point averages, socio-economio ratings, Seashore 

Measures of Musical Talent, Kwalwasser Test of Music In-

formation and Appreciation, and the Kwalwasser-Ruoh Test 

of Musical Accomplishment. Analyses of covariance were run 

between the final music preference test scores of the ex-

perimental a..~a. control groups. All other variables were 

held constant or eliminated statistically from the study. 

Results revealed a significant difference between the ex-

perimental and control groups, with the method of instruc-

tion which utilized lecture material in conjunction with 

the recordings proving superior to the method which uses 

recordings without comment. 

Integration of Music with Other Subjects 

Willia~s points out some of the relationships between 

music and other subjects. "The educational obJect1ves for 

example of the voice teacher are strikingly similar to those 

of the English or Speech teacher: diction, enunc1at1on, 

commun1cation of mood and meaning, analysis of text."l 

l T. w. Williams. "The Influence of General Education 
on Music Curricula.. n Volume of Proceedings of the Music 
Teachers National Association. 43: 80-84, 1949. 
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He further point s out the relationship of acoustics. or 

the physics of sound to the natural science field, and the 

possibilities of relating composers and their mus.ic to 

political beliefs and social systems of the time and place. 

Beethoven and Shostakovich were used as examples. W1.lliams 

also maintains that we need to develop more music teachers 

and students who are able to think 1n terms of their re-

lation to the basic problems of the world in which they 

live. 

Wheelwrightl discusses three methods for presenting 

music in general education. One method 1s the musio ap-

preciat1011 course. Another method consists of including, 

music in a humanities course and presenting unrelated 

lectures on phases of the different arts. The third method 

consists of having related, integrated lectures and dis-

cussions on phases of the different arts, supplemented by 

extra listening time outside of class. 

D1ckinson2 mentions that a primary purpose of including 

music 1n a humanistic course of study 1s to establish the 

relation of music to the other humanities and to show that 

its quality as a study and that many of its techniques are 

1 D. s. Wheelt-rright. "Music 111 the Humanities." 
Volume of Proceedings of the Music Teachers national 
Association. 41: 87-93, 1947. 
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one w1th those of the other humanistic disciplines. He 

also emphasizes the importance of the cultivation of the 

ttaesthet1c e:q,erience," an inner trans~ormat1011 on the 

part of the student from an unfocussed to a focussed ar-

tistic sr-ms1bil1ty. ttl He states that the general atuclent 

must grasp the meaning of the principles behind the tech-

nical phenomena. One major goal of this stu<lent is to 

learn to hear a wide range of music with discennmflnt. 

Stutzman2 made a status report on an integrated fine 

arts course at Baker University. This course, "Man and 

the Fine Arts," traces the history and {levelopuHnt or 

architecture, painting, sculpture, graphic art, and musio, 

with emphasis upon the place of the arts 1n man's social 

development. 

Ph1losonh1es of Music in General Education; 

Teaching, Administrative, and Organiza-

tional Problems of Music in General 

Education 

Jeffers3 made a study of the evolution of music for 

the general collage student. This was accomplished by 

l G. s. Dickinson, op. cit., page 47. 
2 R. c. Stutzman, op. cit. 

3 E. v. Jeffers, op. cit. 
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making a detailed study of the programs, past and present, 

of Harvard, Oberlin, and Vassar, since these schools have 

been p1011eers 1:n college music and have exerted strong in-

fluence. The beginnings of music study and music soci.eties 

in college life of the eighteenth century are discussed, 

as is also the slow growth of music departments. The advent 

of study for the development of highly specialized per-

formanoe 1s shown to be an influence of the European con-

servatory. Musicological studies are credited to the in-

fluence of the continental universities. The problem of 

credit for applied music, as well as for other music, 1s 

touched upon. Jeffers lists the following philosophies of 

music as reasons for music study by the general student: 

1) morals; 2) mental discipline; J) therapy; 4) culture; 

5) record of oiv111zat1on; 6) leisure time; 7) integrated 

study. 

The McGrath Repor~1noludes in 1ts six objectives of 

general education the following: " .... 4) to increase the 

students awareness of beauty and his desire to create it, 

5) to cultivate habits essential to physical and. mental 

health."2 In d1souss1on of these points the report states 

that appreciation of beauty demands both an awareness of 

l E. J. McGrath, et al., op. o1t. 

2 Ibid, page 23. 



this quality ana a desire to create it. The op1n1on is 

that at present little is done in general education to 

satisfy these requiremento, especially the latter one. 

In regard to point 5)# mtts1o 1s considered as a means of 

r.1ainta1ning an emotional balance and high ST:)1r1tu.al life. 

The balance of emotional tension and ser~ne mental atti-

tude u111 replace to a great e,:te:nt the intense material-

istic cravings of the typical poorly adjusted individual. 

Further emphasis 1s placed upon this point because of the 

increase of leisure time through the past several de cad.es. 

The report states that truly worthy, satisfying act1v1t1es 

must occupy much of our leisure; otherwise boredom, frus-

tration, and conflict occur; and we may face a degeneration 

analogous to that of the pleasure-loving Romans. 

Beloof stresses the importance of regarding musio in 

general education as a means for developing personality 

and character. He ma.1-::es the following suggestion for the 

music teacher: tttt means that he must turn from the idea 

of producing either music producers or consumers to the 

production of social intelligenoe ana. personality adjust-

ment through musical exper1ences."1 

1 E. R. Be loof. Music 1n General Education For 
Teachers. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 19.50. 
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Beloof presents the following 11st of opportunities 

which music offers for the development of personality and 

character: 

1) The wide ra11g0 of posa1b111t1es for creative or 
emotional part1o1pat1on, passive to intense, 1nd1v1-
a.ual to large group, and untrained experimentation 
or exploration to virtuosity. 2) The wide range of 
possibilities for group experience, varying from the 
ideal situation of a small group, held together not 
only by a common r.ruoical interest but by friendship 
(group polarity) to the large groups which are really 
a complex of' sub-groups held together by an interest 
in musical performance. j) The expansion of the 
periphery of the personality through the simultaneous 
sensitization of the individual with the provision 
of an outlet for the emotional energy thus created. 
4) The opportunity offered for the development of an 
interest which may be satisfying at any age. ,5) 
Power drives which may be realized or sublimated in 
a socially desirable way through technical mastery 
of a musical instrument. 6) 1'3adersh1p, and other 
evidences of maturation, such as acceptance of re-
spons1b111ty, which may be developed from the group 
experiences. 7) The possibility of R person a-
ch1ev1rig social status through his musical sk1ll.l 

The author also lists the following act1v1t1es for 

general education, especially appropriate for the future 

classroom teacher: attendance at concerts, recitals, 

lectures about music, community singing, musical ~er-

formance and exploration, musical aptitude test, musical 

dramatics, folk songs and dances, listening to radio and 

records, and some musicology and theory taught 1n a 

functional manner. 

1 E. R. Beloof, op. o1t., pages 76-??. 
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Groutl stresses the place of musicology 1n the edu-

ce.tlon of the undergraduate student. defining mustcology 

as an understanding of the many problems surrounding the 

music. Optimum appreciation demands this 1n music educa-

tion. The author eA7?resses his viewpoint: 

But the enjoyment of music is not merely a matter of 
sensations and emotions; 1t is th1s, of course, but 
it is also a rational activity. It increases with 
increase of knowledge. And my plea ia simply for more 
of tho kind of educatlon in college that io aimoc"!. nt 
the fuller enjoyment of' music through fuller 1'.nowl-
edge of music in .every one of its aspects.2 

Grout lists three stops or procedures used in the ac-

quisition of e. knowledge of music: 1) exper1ence--s1ng1ng, 

playing, listening; 2) anelysis--di.sco,rery of what and 

how the music is made: 3) synthesis--relat1ng the music 

to other music, to other arts, to present and former periods 

of civilization, and to any other feasible medium. 

Sternfeld3 reiterates the frequently-voiced opinion 

that the humanities have been losing out in education, and 

that we must fight to balance humane against mechanical 

values. He mentions that most general students enter col-

lege with less literacy in music than in other subjects, 

l D. J. Grout. "I'Iusicology and the Undergraduate 
Student." Volume of Proceedings of the Music Teachers 
National Association. 38: 190-199, 1944. 

2 D. J. Grout, op. cit., page 196. 
3 F. w. Sternfeld. "Music As A Humanistic Study.• 

Volume of Proceedings of' the Musical Teaghers National 
Association, 4J: 85-92, 1949. 
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thus necessitating a.11. elementary upproa.ch to mucic. The 

author believes that rmothor confusing item 111 college 

music is the difference in opinion co11cerniag what the 

qualifications for a college music tec;..chor should bo. 

Preferences range from spcoiu11zod performora of conscr,ra-

tory culiber and education to music schola:rs •wit~"l a broad 

eduoa.tion. ~hus, 1t 1s difficult to stubil1ze mu3ic fac-

ulties tlu··oug,wut the country. St0rnfeld maintains thct 

the objectb.re 111 musloul literacy for the gc:ncr~l studc11t 

is the grasp and judgment of style. Sty-lon uhould be 

compared both to those of oonteraporury u:ad historical na-

ture, and. some integi"'ation with history c.~-id litcruture 

should t~ke place in this process. ?laying and singing 

should be part of the program for the general ntudent. 

Applied music justifies credit if the style, form,and other 

factors of the music are studied and applied 1n musical 

activity. The author suggcr;ts tha.t in learning composition 

the student first analyze stylos and forms, imitate, then 

originate. 

Firebaug111 also :points out some theories and. practices 

which create diff'1cult1es 1n deterrnining the philosophy of 

the music department in higher education: 1) there 1s a 

restriction on which music courses can be counted toward 

l J. J. Firebaugh. •Music in a Liberal Arts Cur-
riculum." Musical America. 69: 35, 1949. 



the liberal a1~ts degree; 2) applied music is regarded as 

a technique rather than an intellectual disci·l)line; J) 

music is undisciplined and non-intellectual because it 

is highly emotional. In regard to the last point, Fire-

baugh states that this criticism is not valid, since it 

is never applied to literature, poetry, a:nd othe.~ ll.1ghl;; 

emotional arts. The author offers some suggestions worthy 

of note for the teacher. 

(The teacher must) ttndertuke the very difficult task 
of trying to specify in words the complex synthesis 
of feeling and idea 111 a good musical compooit1on. 
At its best, this effort can produce critical results 
of a high order--intellectual parceptioun quite nn 
acute as those precipitated by cllscussions and a-
nalysis 1:n any other field. The critical activity 
at its best can develop both the intellectual fac-
ultieo and the emotional awureneos of the stud.ents. 
The teacher's own contribution, however, is less 
important than his success in. e:n.abl1ng the student 
to express his own att1tudes.l 

Haupt~uehrer2 emphasizes the importance of partici-

pation in musical performance for the liberal arts col-

lege student. He expresses the view that many insights 

and appreoiations may be gained through performance which 

cannot be gained through listening. The avocational value 

of some degree of performance ability also is mentioned. 

The author says that the general student should cover as 

much literature in as many styles and periods as possible. 

1 J. J. Firebaugh, op. oit., page 35. 
2 George Hauptfuehrer, op. cit. 
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Mttoh of this e.lao can be done 1n norformance as trell as . . . 4 . 

listening per1odr.. The chorus and 1nBtrumente.1 groups 
should. rnnke this a major objective. 

I.ang1 maintains, as me.ny othem hnve done, thF.t h1eher 

education has done qu!te well in educating the rmcic otu-

dents who are specializing 1n this nrt, but hno failed in 

tho muoio education of the non-spec1el1st; in ,~c1.c11t1on, 

many l1bern1 arts colleges have. tl'•eated nusio !U:3 music for 

the apec1al1st, which is not in accord with the purpose of 

the liheral arts philosophy. He also mentions the O.ioeen-

aion m1u. lriok of unity Rnd purpose in tlw muuj.o departments 

ther.1Solves, bringi.ng ou.t the point; of the u.1ffer-1ng v~.t~ws 

of the perfol'rning nnmtoia11 ant1 the mtwioolog1ot. The author 

advanceo the op1n1or1 thtit in ~tudying music in lmm&n1st1o. 

education the procedure should be t;o awe.ken interest first, 

and then lead the student to the experience of beauty in 

art and subsequently to 1t~ understanding. He stresses the 

1nportance of knowing all of the cultural background oon-
cern1ng the music. 

Ve.lent3.ne2 presents the opinion the.t one of the main 

reasons that music has received so little attention in a 

11be_ral a1•ts program is that tho mus1o1ans involved in these 

l P.H. Iang. "Music e.nd the Liberal Arts College.• 
Volume of Proceedings of the Music Teachers rrat1onal Assoc1a-
t1on. 42: 32-44, 1948. 

2 Alan Valentme. nMus1o and Reconstruction in.Ameri-
can Education." Volume of Proceedings of the Music Teachers 
Mational Assoc1at1on, 46: 17-25, 1946. 
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programs hEtve been nlow to face the issue. The question 

or whether music teachera are primarily musicians or edu-

cators again comes to the fore, as do also the questions 

of whether music 1a a study or a creative a.rt, and v,hether 

credit toward a degree should be given for technical 

ma.otery. The author br1nga forth the 1ntereet1ng obser-

vation that a.n outstanding weakness of the music profession 

1s the fact that there are no many branches of the profession, 

and there are no set criteria for education and proficiency 

which ~uall.ry a person to be called a mun1c1an. Valentine 

points out that law and medicine are outotanding professions 

largely for the reason that they have required high standards 

1n acquiring knowledse, have ms.1nta1ned high standards in 

practice, and have strong national organizations. 

Welah1 contrasts the purposes of liberal arte musical 

education against those or conservatory education. The pur-

pose or the former 1s to develop musical culture, other-

wise known as appreciation, and the purpose of the latter 

1a to develop competent performance and other professional 

aopects or music. The author asserts thEit music courses de-

signed to lead to a.ppreo1at1on must center around music .liter-

ature in much the same manner that courses 1n other fields 

center around the literature, Engliah literature is ment1one·a 

l • R. D. Welch. "Musio Deps.rtment and .Music School. tt 
i~merican irneociation of. Un1vero1ty; Professors Bulletin, 
36: • 276-289 • 1950. 
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as an example. A suggested liberal arts program includes 

a course in 1ntroduot1on to the materials, forms, litera-

ture, and history of music (deduced from musical experience), 

some harmony and counterpoint (to serve as language and 

vocabulary), courses in historical periods (to develop 

awareness of critical, ph1losoph1oal, and aesthetic ques-

tions), first-class provisions for listening to music, and 

a few hours of applied music (to help contribute to musi-

cal literacy and appreciation of the mediums of musical ex-

pression.) 

In summary, the opinions and ideas expressed in the 

course of this chapter can be classified in eight categories. 

Any additional related discussion will appear after the dis-

cussion of the eight points. 

l) The baohelor of arts degree may be received with 
little knowledge of the arts. 

The tendenoy toward specialization and narrow cur-

riculum of some liberal arts institutions was discussed 

earlier. The fact remains that the e.rts, 1f used 1n refer-

ence to fine arts, may be neglected in many liberal arts 

courses. 

2) Music appreciation courses have been very ineffective. 

This opinion, quoted from several authors, applies 

to most of the courses of the past and also the present. The 
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music appreciation course 1s the standard offering for the 

non-specialist 1n most institutions of higher education. 

Major criticisms are that often no attempt is made to in-

crease awareness and understanding of musical phenomena, 

vital factors concerning the music and its background are 

not brought out, integration with related materials in 

other fields 1s slighted, and necessary technical elements 

of the musio are ignored, resulting in an insipid, watered-

down course, boring both to student and teacher. 

J) True music appreo1at1on oan be gained only if 
the student gains awareness and understandings 
of the music itself. 

This opinion 1s presented as a reaction against 

the course which spends too much time on material "aboutn 

music, and neglects experiences "inn music. Although the 

former may also aid in increasing appreciation, 1t 1s not 

the vital element. A knowledge of the elements which 
comprise music, such as tone, melody, rhythm, harmony, 

form; and style, studied in their natural settings and 

in a logical manner, are regarded as necessary for ap-

preciation. 

4) Participation 1n listening, analysis, and per-
formance all can aid in the development of ap-
preciation. 
Most etudento in a general music course will spend 

most of their time in listening to music, and in analysis 
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and discussion of the mus1o and musical effects. Data in 

this chapter supports the view that listening is more mean-

ingful when correlated with lectures, analysis of the music, 

or related material than when listened to without these 

activities. However, data also a-re presented whioh show1 

that part1o1pat1on in music performance, even at a very 

elementary level, increaae,s the appreciation of the pnrt1o1-

pants. A wide variety of instruments was covered. Those 

who already had basic Jmowledge of most of the instruments 

expressed little gain 1n appreciation. The fact remains 

that a r1rst-hand experienoe in an activity usually will 

lead to some understandings of this activity which could 

not be gained in any vicarious situation. Thus, the value 

of some playing and singing for the general musio student 

1s evident. 

5) A lmowledge of all significant factors related to 
the music may enhance appreciation of the music and 
also serve as an 1l1tegrat1on with related fields. 

Knowledge of the significant related factors to the 

music, although not 1n itself capable of bringing about com-

plete appreciation, helps to give meaning to the music and 

increase the understanding of the entire musical situation, 

thus adding to the appreciation. 

6) Creative activity may aid in the development of 
appreciation. 

The complete aesthetic experience involves -a de-

sire not only to listen to or perform music, but also to 
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create it. It 1s possible that some elementary education, 

might be fitting in general mus1o classes at higher levels. 

?) Music is needed for aid 111 the na1ntenanoe of 
emotional balance, social development, and satis-
fying use of leisure time. 

Musio possibly may be a balancer of tension 1n the 

body. The physical exertion involved 1n musical performance 

may also have value as an outlet for energy. Most musical 

activities are group activities. It may be possible that 

enjoying a common musical experience may e1'1hanoe group 

feeling, soo1ab111ty, and, 1n general, improve the social 

adequacy of the participant. The human race now has more 

leisure time than 1n earlier generations. It 1s necessary 

to have some satisfying activities for this leisure time; 

otherwise boredom and frustration will result. Music can 

be a worthwhile contributor to these leisure hours. 

8) There is a lack of unity 1n the philosophy of 
music and music departments in higher education. 

It 1s interesting to note that the music teachers 

themselves may be reluctant to face the issue of music in 

general education, many possibly interested in music only 

as a professional study, and considering music for the 

non-speo1alist as of relative unimportance. Also, there 

is a lack of stabilization in what the education of a 

mus1c teacher in higher education should be. Choices 

range from highly specialized performers or theorists to 
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musical scholars with a broad educational background. 

Another controversy exists on how much, if any* applied 

music is suitable for the non-specialist and oan be 

counted tm,mrd the bachelor of arts degree~ 

Throughout all the disouss1on of music appreciation 

no formal definition of the wori:"apprec1at1on" has been 

given. Inference in some instances 1s that the word 1s 

more or less synonymous with "11;king" or "enJoy1ng.·0 

At other t1mes the factor of understanding seems dominant; 

however, majority opinion infers a comb1nat1on or inter-

action of enjoyment and unde_;rstanding. 

The essential procedures for teaching music apprecia-

tion have been mentioned frequently 1n the literature, and 

are summarized in the above points; however, it 1s possi-

ble that these do not cover all of the possib111t1ea. 

Many people seem to receive considerable emotional satis-

faction from certain mus1o and lmow nothing about the 

intrinsic and formal factors of this music. A lmowledge 

of the latter may increase their appreciation and enjoy-

ment of the music. but again it may not do so 1n all in-

stances. The same may be said of a lrn.owledge of the back-

ground and related faotors to the music. There evidently 

are some factors which influence tendencies toward certain 

musical preferences which have not been enumerated 1n the 
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musical preferences is necessary for enlighten.~ent. 
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At no place 1n the literature covered for the present 

study has an attempt explicitly been made to set up a 

11st of criteria, the attributes of which must be satis-

fied for a thoroughly acoeptable program of music 1n 

general education. Reports on general education tend to 

slight music somewhat, and as indicated previously, many 

musicians may not be seriously interested 1n general music 

education. The exploration and pioneering in the field 

has been in the hands of the few, and some of these are not 

musicians, but administrators and educators 1n other fields. 

The question of what music can contribute to general edu-

cation and how th1s contribution can be realized is as yet 

undecided. The present study hopes to contribute to the 

answer of this question. 



CHAPTER III 
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CHAPTER III 

DESIHED OU:l'OOMES OF GENERAL EDUCATION 

The purpose at the present stage of the study 1s to 

discover all possible objectives or desired outcomes of 

general eduoation; accordingly, literature on general ed-

ucation was covered in an attempt to find these desired 

outcomes. The six points which are stated and discussed 

in this chapter, although formulated by the writer, are 

actually the result of opinions, expressed or implied, 

in the literature on general education.l 

The question naturally arises as to the validity of 

the choice of desired outcomes. An analysis of the liter-

ature disclosed that there is very little controversy 

over the desired outcomes of general education. All of 

the concepts stated and discussed in this chapter appear 

to be agreed upon by most authors and agencies, either by 

direct statement or inference, and no ideas which cannot 

be included within one or more of the six desired outcomes 

presented in this chapter were mentioned by the majority 

of authorities. 

l The bulk o~ the literature examined was published 
in the years 1945-19.52 inclusive. The philosophies and 
programs presented 1n the few earlier works contain nothing 
Which is not presented, summarized, or extended in the 
later works. 
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The six statements of desired outcomes of general 

education which follow are not lioted 1n order of impor-

tance or any other set order. All these concepts are r•e-

garded as necessary for complete general education, and 

any minute differences 1n importance. if such exist, will 

not be given consideration in this study. After the state-

ment and brief discussion of the general nature of the 

desired outcomes, eaoh concept will be re-stated and dis-

cussed. Elaboration and documentation 1s presented to 

verify the desire and need of the oonoept, and to offer 

other pertinent information to the subject under discus-

sion. For the most part documentation presented in this 

chapter represents the opinions and findings of authorities 

in the matters under consideration. 

The six statements of the desired outcomes of general 

education are: 

l) General education should result in the ability to 
make logical judgments through the processes of 
reasoning. 

2) General education should result 1n adequate command 
of the basic non-vocational skills needed in de.1ly 
living. 

3) General education should result in the ability to 
engage in competent participation in social and 
political affairs. 
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4) General education should result in adequate func-
tional knowledge of the physical and biological 
laws and information needed for competency and 
satisfaction 1n daily living. 

5) General education should result in co11sc1ent1ous, 
intelligent applioat1on of· ethics to personal and 
social matters. 

6) General education should result in an emotionally 
sound and satisfying life. 

Controversy in the field of general education largely 

1s concerned with. the problem of approach, which was dis-

cussed in Chapter I. There is a ph1losoph1oal position 

which denies that emotion should be given special consider-

ation 1n education. Higher learning ls concerned mainly 

with the development of the intellect. Other factors are 

left to agencies outside of the school. Therefore, this 

opinion would tend to minimize, eliminate, or revise the 

sixth desired outcome discussed in this ohapter. However, 

the foregoing opinion seemingly occupies a minority posi-

tion at the present t1rne; so the sixth outcome 1s retained 

in the present study •. 

In formulating the desired outcomes of general edu-

cation used in the present study it was impossible to make 

complete separation between all o:f the various statements 

of these objectives. For example, statements 1), .5), and 

6). which emphasize techniques, skills, and attitudes nec-

essary for learning, or acceptable behavior. naturally would 
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be applied. to the other three points, 1n which abilities 

are emphasized. Mention also must be made of the fact that, 

although the outcomes have been broken down to fairly spe-

e1:f1c concepts for the purpose o'f discussion, in educational 

practice they would be; for the most part, developed in 

various degrees and combinations -of fusion. 

Ee.cl1 outcom~ of ge~ral education should be regarded 

·as highly flexible, allow111g for a tremendous range of in-

dividual differences and needs, Also, it should be kept 

in mind that individuals vary greatly in the extent to which 

they can satisfy certain outcomes, end in the method and 

materials needed to realize these outcomes. 

Statement and Discussion of the Desired Outcomes 

of General Education 

l) General education should 1~esult in the ability 
to make logical Judgments through the processes 
of reasonin.g. 

A vital need for the satisfaction of this concept 

1s that the ability of all persons to perform independent, 

critical thinl{illg on a level congruous with intelligence 

and education is a requirement for the functioning of a 

democracy, our chosen way of life and form of government. 

The term "democracy'' needs some statement of inter-

pretation for the present study. The following quotation 
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points out a s1gnifioa11t factor 1n the organization of a 

democracy; it also emphasizes the need for tempering in-

dividual thought and 1n1t1at1ve with soc1al or group 

feeling: 

But, no matter i-1hat data of human life are taken 
for 1llustrat1on, there is but o.ne basic social 
problem--that of I and We--how to organize things 
so that each of the multitude of individuals that 
constitute modern aooieties oan make h1a ovim lifo 
statement and yet not enoroaoh upon the others 
around him, how to encourage each individual to 
develop his capacities to their uttermost limits, 
but without slighting those of his neighbors. 
Every man wants. to create his view of life. to 
make his gesture or statement, to put down in 
some objective material what he 1s, what he feels 
and thinks. But every man must recognize that in 
our kind of world this drive for expression must 
not be permitted to intrude upon the well~being 
of sooiety.l 

In a democracy man has neither the desire to be 

master or slave. He desires freedom and independence, 

but realizes that he must not encroach upon these same 

rights for others. Simply stated) democratic feeling 

1s a proper fusion of individual and social factors--

a fusion of urn and 0We." 

This interpretation of democracy requires coopera-

tion of all for proper functioning. In order to enjoy 

the opportunities of such government, each individual 

must accept the respons1b111t1es involved. A major 

1 Harold Rugg. Foundations for American Education. 
Mew York: World Book Co .. ,, 1947, pages 44-45. 
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responsibility 1s to aid intelligently in the running of 

soo1al and pol1tica1 affairs. This demands that the in-

dividual be able to do independent, critical thinking on 

a level with his general ab111ty. Otherwise, others will 

do his thinking and make his deo1s1ons for him and he will 

become a follower and not a participant. The end result 

of such a process is dictatorship. Baylesl states: 

Second to none and perhaps first of all, democratio 
education should promote on the part of every in-
dividual and in the highest possible degree the abil-
ity to wrestle with problems 1ndepende21tly--to think 
reflectively. If the o1t1zens of a nation are to 
bear equally the burden of makizi..g cruc,.a1 decisions 
on matters which concern them as a natio1'l, the general 
'1ielfare requires that they be able to ma!ce wise deci-
sions. Achievement of such wisdom requires, first, 
an adequate body of accurate and pertinent information 
knmm by or easily available to all, and second, wide-
spread capacity to use this information ably--to 
think with clarity and precision. 

The report of the Executive Committee of the Coopera-

tive Study in General Education also emphasizes the im-

portance of thinking ability in the general education pro-

gram. 

Proponents of general education do not believe that 
students should not be taught to think. On the con-
trary they affirm their conviction that training 1n 
the various methodologies or thought 1s essential if 
our people are to come to grips with the perplexing 
e.nd complex problems of our age. In the prescribed 

1 E. E. Bayles. The Theory and Practice of Teaching. 
Mew York: Harper anc1 B1 .. others, 1950, page 34. 
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place to the cultivation of what Mr. Hutchins would 
call the • intellectual virtues.• The ab1li ty to 
think clearly, logically. and cogently should be 
one of the :prominent intellectual character1st1ca 
of those who leave our colleges and univer·s1t1es. 1 

A report by the University of Chicago contributes the 

following: 

The general courses of the College reflect, further-
more, the College's concern with teaching stude!ltn 
to think for themselves rather than with providing 
a mass of 1nformat1on on a host of subjects con-
cerning \;lh1ch 1t might be pleasant to have students 
informed, or oven with a set of gener~.l· truths. It 
is not the purpose of the College to instruct members 
o:f the r1sL~?; generation t'Sh"=-'-1; to th.ink, but, rather, 
to teach them how to think. Its purpose 1s not 1n-
doot:r1nat1on but the development of power to for·m 
sound judgments with respect to those questions 
which a.re the concern of eYeryone.2 

The Harvard Committee expresses the following opinion: 

It 1a erroneous to conolude that because Harvard Col-
lege requires no subjeots to be studied by all students 
that 1t, therefore, ofrers no training in the essentials 
of general education. It 1s clearly of much more im-
portance that ho21est thinking, clearness of expression, 
and the habit of gathering and weighing evidence before 
forming a conclusion be encouragedthan it ls that stu-
dents be required to take any particular group of intro-
ductory courses.3 

1 A Final Report of the Executive Committee of the 
Cooperative Study in General Education, o:;,. cit., page 203. 

2 Present and Former Members of the Faculty, Univer-
sity of Chicago. The Idea and Practice of General Edu-
cation. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1950, 
page 17. Chapter by Clarence H. Faust. 

J Report of the Harvard Committee, op. cit., page 190. 
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In conneotion with the value of thinking, versus the 

acquisition of information or knowledge for its own sake, 

one wr1terl mention.s that education often 1s little more 

than an "isolated series of informational exercises." 

A major fault is that teachers often pass on only the 0011-

cluslons of research to the students, whereas experience 

with the processes which eventually lead to the conclusions 

would have resulted in increased understanding ru.1d would 

have show11 the actual th1nlt1ng involved in the problem. 

The writer also maintains that ideas which at tJ1e time of' 

consideration are 1nsuff1o1ently supported by evidence 

should not be discarded, but should be discussed. Addi-

tional facts might arise which could increase the ev·1-

dence. The McGrath Rep.ort2, in l1Rt1ng objectives of gen-

eral education, includes the following: "2) To cultivate 

habits of reflection and the processes of reasoning em-

ployed in reaching valid judgments." 

2) General ed_uca.t1on should result in adequate 
command of the bao1c non-vocational skills 
:needed 1n daily living. 

Apart from those skills needed ln a vocatlofu.'1.l 

oon.Y1ection, there ma.y be a large variety of basic skills 

l s. J. French. "Only the Educated She.11 Be Free~" 
American Association of University Professors Bulletin. 
34: 19h8, page 665. 

2 E. J. McGrath, et al., op. oit., page 22. 
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needed for competent and satisfying daily living. A few, 

such as reading and writing, may be needed by praot1ca.lly 

everyone, although the nature of the life of the 1nd1v1d-

ua.l largely may determine the degree of this need. What-

ever skills are needed 1n performing activities which re-

sult in neoded comoetenoies and sat1sfe.ot1ons for the 

particular individual would seem to be the skills which 

should be d.eveloped. For example• one person might need 

some degree of sk1~ll in playing a particular musical in-

strument, another might need this same capacity for paint-

ing in water colors, still a third might need skill in 

typing. The particular neetts would be determined largely 

by the nature of the individual and the society. 

'The more common can be organized into two major 

divisions. These are skills. of commu....~ioation and the 

skills of mathematics. The former group includes the 

skills needed in speaking, reading, writing. and listening, 

plus the skills needed in non-verbal communication activ-

ities. The latter grour, includes the skills needed for 

engaging in the multinle act1v:tt1es in 'Nhich accurate 

quant1tat1ve relationships must be understood end exnressed. 

The McGrath Report mentions the following as an objective 

of general education: "l} To cultivate habits of effective 

communication by word. a11d by number. nl 

1 E. J. McGrath, et al., op. cit., page 22. 
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Offeri:n.gs in this phase of h1ghe1"' education for the 

most part attempt to offset deficiencies in tool subjects. 

English grammar a:nd its application 1n rhetoric seem to 

be universal requirements for freshmen in institutions of 

higher liberal education. In addition, many colleg~s and 

universities requil'te upperolass students to pass e..11 English 

proficiency axam111ation before acceptance for a degree. 

Sometimes a foreign lan&-ruage is required for the purpose 

of providing additional education on the structure and 

function of language. In recent years correctional reading 

programs have come into promixience, and this service is 

being used extensively by students desirous of correctiTig 

undesirable reading habits and improving read.mg speed 

and. comprehension. 

One prevailing view of the basic skills of oomITll.L~i-

cation is that integration 1s an inherent quality of these 

skills: "Essentially, a oo:rnmu111cation course would seem 

to be one in which the four aspects of linguistic communi-

oatlon-~reading, writlng, speaklng, and listening--a.re 

combined in an integrated program rather than being taught 

as fractions, 1f at all, in separate courses."l 

Another point of view is that training 1n the baslc 

skills of' communication is a concomitant of learnings 'Nhich 

l H. '!'. Morse, editor, op. oit., page 1.56. Chapter 
by H.B. Allen. 
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are directed primarily to other goals. Hutchins presents 

an example of this from his personal experience in the 

followh1g: 

It 1s sad but true that the only place 1n an American 
university where the student is taught to read, write, 
and speak 1s the law school. The principal, 1f not 
the sole, merit of the case method of instruction is 
that the student 1s compelled to read accurately and 
carefully, to state aoourately and carefully the mean-
ing of what he has read, to criticize the reasoning 
of opposing cases, and to write very extended exami-
nations in which the same standards of accuracy, care_ 
and or1t1c1sm are 1mposed.l 

Some institutions of higher learning require one year 

of ma.thematics for the liberal arts student, although many 

schools give the choice of a requirement in the division 

of ma.thematics and sciences. 2 

J) General education should result 1n the ability 
to engage 1n competent participation in social 
and political affairs. 

This atatement oonoerns the need for developing an 

individual who can help with the solution of the many com-

plex social and political problems of the present day. 

This need, although appearing to be societal, also .:1a. in-

dividual, since decisions reached in soolal and politicP.l 

matters will affect also the individuals of the society. 

l R. M. Hutchins. Ed.ucation for Freedom. Baton 
Rouge, ta.: Louisiana State University Press, 1943, page 7. 

2 The University of Chioago requires one year of 
mathematics for the general student. 
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Perhaps there has nev·er been a more vital period than 

the present when e. thorough understanding of sociological, 

economic, and various governmental 1.deas and -practices 1s 

needed. by every member of society. Problems of capitalism, 

communism, depression, war, price controls, race prejudice, 

and many other issues must be studied and understood by 

each member of a democraoy 1n accordance with his ability 

to do so~ 

Some of the problems wh1ch race modern society, as well 

as the necessity of a well-informed populace are pointed 

out 1n the following: 

In our present unhappy world crisis, one f-aot stands 
out with terrifying clarity, namely, that the price 
of ignorance 1n the modern world 1s catastrophe. The 
survival of democratic values demands of every c:1.t1zen 
that he have a modicum of insight into how society 
operates. The growth of technology and the ever in-
creasing specialization impose the need for greater 
and greater social interdependence. Science and in-
vention hold the promise of unlimited material progress, 
but they also hold the threat of unlimited destruction. 
Whether progress or destruction is to triumph depends 
upon how quickly and how effectively we are able to 
advance our collective intelligence in the management 
of our social life.l 

The changes in our society and its growth fron the 

simple to the complex have been pointed out by Counts.2 

l The Fifty-first Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, Part I: C--enera.l Education. 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1952. Op. 
cit., page lJJ. Chapter by Arthur Naftalin. 

2 G. s. Counts, op. c1t. 
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He mentions that our world, once small then grown large, 

is again small because of ease and speed of transportation. 

This point emphasizes the need for understanding and coop-

eration among peoples of our own country, also those of 

other countr1es. Other features of our soo1ety which re--

quire study and understanding by all are that our frontiers 

are now filled and closed, people are more transient than 

formerly, the closely-knit patriarchal family is losing 

power, self-sufficient farm and rural neighborhoods are 

disintegrating, and small business is disappearing. One 

popular claim, that the population ma.y become stable, 1s 

not ·materializing. 

The major education which 1s directed toward preparing 

individuals to cope with the problems of sooiety 1s found 

in the social sciences or social studies programs. The 

tendency toward integration 1s pronounced 1n the various 

fields--soc1ology, eoonomios, geography, and sometimes 

history. Levi presents the following needs of social 

science: 
Individuals in the modern world enter into personal 
relations with others in primary organizations such 
as the family and the school. They participate with 
others in making political decisions as fellow-members 
of a political state. They share the common problems 
of earning a living and of eoonom1o deo!sion. They 
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are all members of a community within which T)erson..1 
spend their leisure and engage 1n activities of wor-
ship.l 

Levi also lists the following purposes of sooial 

science instructim1: 

l) To provide a genuine understanding of the oociety 
within whose frame we 11ve. 2) To exhibit tl1ose 
conflicts of value whioh underlie all political and 
economic decisions. 3) To provide the social l<nowl-
edge which is a prerequisite to wise decisions of 
social policy. 4) To enlarge social sensitivity 
in '.those areas 1n which institutional change ls de-
sirable. _5) To prepare and. encourage the individual 
toward intelligent social act1on.2 

In a study reported by Dunkel, means by which the stu-

clent can learn human needs anrl social factors through the 

study of art are listed by one of tho teachers taking part 

1n the study~ The student ahould grow 1n the following 

behavior: 

.... 4) The ability to u....~derstand the evolution of art 
forms from antecedent forms which; 1nf_luenced by geo-
graphic, economic; and. social f'actora• make new art 
forms by fulfilling human needs. 5) The ability to 
perceive, interpret, and enjoy art practices of past 
civilizations; to realize that art pieces of past oiv1-
i1za.t1ons were also functional and communicated often 
the ideas and feel1.ngs comoatible with the social 
structure which the leaders were trying to build.3 

l A. w. Lev1. General Education 1n the Social Studies. 
American Council on Education: Washington, 191.}7, page J. 

2 A. w. Iev1, op. oit., page J. 
3 H. B. Dunkel. G-eneral Education in the Humanities. 

Washington: American Council on Education, 1947, -pages 
11 and 12. 
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Some social scientists are firmly convinced that 

higher education has been doing very little toward pre-

paring students for actual participation in political 

affairs. The following is an example: 

:I.1here is much too little be1:ng done by American 
colleges and uni.vers1t1es 1n 1)repar1ng young men 
and women for actual participation in politics; 
in other words, in operat:i.ng our democratic system 
of government. Of their failure in this respect 
college and tµ11vers1ty authorities are only vaguely 
oonscious.l 

4) General education should result in adequate 
funotional knowledge of the physical and b1o-
log1oal laws and information needed for com-
pete11cy and satisfao.tion in daily living. 

As olv111zation becomes more and more industri-

alized, the necessity fo1' w1derstandin.g of' many natural 

physical laws would appear to become 1ncreus1ngly 1m-

poI•tant, both for the welfare of the individual and 

soo1ety. In addition, a la1owledge of' the organic nature 

of man and the lesser organisms is need.ad for 1ntelligent, 

healthful living and survival. 

Counts states the following: 

Our lc.~owledge only needs to be incorporated into a 
comprehensive.program for th~ care and education of 
the individual from b1rth--a program designed to nis-
cover and correct all remediable physical defects, 
to form proper habits of diet, elimina.tion, work, 
play, and rest, to train in the use of all forms of 

1 T. H. Reed and D. D._ Reed. Evaluation of Cit1zen-
sh1u Training and Incentive in American Colleges and Uni-
versities, Hew Yorlc: i 1he Citizenship Clearing House, 
1950, page·7. 
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modicum of functional knowledge, and to develop a 
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sense of oonoern for guarding a11d promoting the health 
of the entire American community.l 

The following comments are made in tlle oatalog'1e of 

Michigan State College concerning biological scienco for 

the general student: 

The over-all purpose of a basic course in Biological 
Science is to motivateand B)lide the student in the 
development of an active interest in his position 1n 
the biological world. Thus, its recurrent theme is 
man himself. Biological Soience seeks to develop in 
students a greater knowledge and understanding of 
life processes as expressed by such factors as the 
assimilation and utilization of energy, gi,owth and 
its charaoter1st1cs, struoture and ftL."11.otion, adap-
tation to e11vironment, reproduction and inheritance. 
aging and death. iiere, too, is provided the intro-
duction to ecology, the cooperativ'3 and competitive 
1,e1at~io11sl11p among ,1ants, animals, and their en-
vironrne11t. 

In getting a foundation. of biological knowl-
edge, students should develop ability in the setting-
up and a11alyzing of problems, the obuerving and re-
cording of scientific data and their clear and logi-
cal interpretation. These studios should stimulate 
intellectual curiosity in biology; develop apprecia-
tion of uresent and possible future achievements of 
biologic~l scieuce; and encourage recognitio11 of and 
readiness to be guided by competent blolog1cal au-
thority.2 

•rhe Michigan State College viewpoint of the physical 

sciences in general education: 
conrf,}etent stua_ents 1n this course should lea.i~n to 
formulate and analyze problems, interpret and evalu-
ate data. use tables, apply simple formulas, 1--ead 

l G. S. Cou...l'l.ts, op. cit., page 115. 

2 Michigan State College Annual Report. The Basic 
College. East Lansing• Michigan, 1945-46, page 5. 



and 1nterpret maps. charts, graphs, and diagrams. 
Uot only are readings and discussions parts of the 
course program, but certain facts and principles 
are demonstrated. in laboratory periods where stu-
dents, by their own manipulations, gain some id~a 
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of the precision of physical science equipment and 
the importance of care 1n handling it. There, they 
may also acquire a more objeotive attitude toward 
problems and a greater understanding of the factual 
and logical basis for scientific reasoning. 

The broad objectives include a coordinated 
study of the nature and inter-relations of matter, 
energy, space, and time as 1llustrate4 by the re-
actions and properties of chemical elements and 
compounds; the influence of mechanical, gravita-
tional, electrical; and thermal forces; the trans-
formation and transmission of energy. Geological 
changes studied go back to the records talten from 
ancient rooks and fossils, but also include changes 
as timely as the very praot1oal problems of soil 
erosion. The earth in relation to the sun and 
other heavenly bodies gives an impression of the 
vastness of time and space; this same relationship 
yields understanding of the seasons, climate 
weather, and other practical cons1derat1ons.1 

The Harvard Report2 states that a science course at 

the introductory lev-el 1s needed for the general student, 

and that such a course or courses should represent broad 

syntheses within the areas of science and mathematics. 

Teaching should not be concerned only with technical vo-

cabularies and skills, and lmowledge of accumulated fact 

and theory from the past, but should also be concerned 

with an examination of basic concepts, the nature of the 

sc1ent1f1o enterprise, the historical development of the 

subject, its great literature. and 1nterrelat1onsh1ps 

with other areas of interest and activity. 

l Michigan State College Annual Report, op. cit., page 6. 
2 Report of the Harvard Committee, op. c1t., page 221. 
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French1 mentions several ideas for making science 

courses satisfactory for the general student, as well as 

pointing out shortcomings of previous science survey 

courses at Colgate University. He maintains that science 

courses designed for teohnioal training are of very little 

value for the general student., and als.o states that it is 

possible to teach science with a minimum of technical 

jargon. General education science courses should utilize 

the problem approach and consist of a study of the methods 

used and solutions of significant historical problems of 

science. The author favors a rather detailed study of 

a few select problems which illustrate past or present 

arises 1n sc.1ence and are of personal or social importance 

to the student, rather than an attempt to make an extremely 

broad covering of the fields. Not only the results and 

conclusions are important, but the student also should 

learn how the scientist attacks and solves problems. 

The courses should utilize considerable laboratory work, 

demonstrations, and,make use of all needed sources of 

information. 
There is ov1dence that some attention is being given 

to meeting the needs of the non-specialist 1n science. 

l s. J. French. "Science in General Education." 
The Journal of General Education, 1: 200-205, 1947. 



The following observation was made, after a survey of 

present-day trends in science in general education: 

Practical applications of scientific knowledge, 
in terms of a happy and u-seful life, are increas-
ingly included in science courses for purposes 
of general education. Although this procedtu'e 
is recognized as desirable by 1:AfUl:f instructors 
1:n both physical ancl biological sciences, instruc-
tors in biological sciences seem to have less 
diff 1culty in identifying PI'actical topics or 
pr1oblems than do those 1n physical sciences. 
A trend in cow~ses in biological science 1s to 
deal with man rather than to deil with selected 
topics from botany and zoolo[;y • 

.5) General education should result in conscientious, 
intelligent application of othics to pcroonal and 
social matters. 

In recent years other aspects of education than 

the purely intellectual have received. cona1dora"v1on. 

Attention is being given to the whole perso:nr.lity of the 

child and 111s adjustment to life. l·iethods, of course, 

differ L~ attempting to reach the objectives. Some pro-

grams consist of courses dealing primarily with real life 

problemu, other programs rau.ge all the way to extreme 

bookishness. One report mentions the wide range of ob-

jectives of general education, and includes suoh features 

as intellectual, moral, emotional, and aesthetic in a 

1 The l:"'1fty-f1rst Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, op. cit., page 139. Chapter 
by Louis M. Heil. 
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thorough program.1 This same report continues: 

He must likewise develop for himself a set of high 
moral standards to govern his conduct e.m.l to provide 
the means by which he can appraise the behavior of 
his fellows. The exl11b1t1ou of aelfishneas among 
leg~slators and other directive groups, to soy nothing 
of the common man, ma.lees 1t abundantly clea1., that edu-
cation has a crucial responsibility 1n giving moral 
direction to our youth.2 

Another source states that educatio11 must satisfy 

physical, intellectual, moral, and artistic features. 

This latter source oonti11ues with the following: 

Physical aud intellectual maturity are not enough. 
By themselves~ particularly if narrowly conceived., 
they may produce not u man but a powerful brute of 
highest cunning and resouroefu1ness. To become a 
man he must also achieve moral maturity and assume 
the role of a responsible member of society/3 

The McGrath Report lists the following among the ob-

jectives of general education n •••• ;) To assist the stu-

dent 1n developing a code of ethics and a consistent 

philosophy of 11fe.n4 

After a discussion of the 1dea that a basic goal 1n 

democratic eduoation 1s the full and continuing development 

of the individual, another report states the following: 

If this is the goal for democracy and for education, 
it 1s to be served by an education which rests. on a. 
philosophy of individualism, not individualism as a 

l The Executive Committee of the Cooperative-Study 1n 
General Education, op. o1t., page 204. 

2 Ibid, loc. cit. 
J o. S. Counts, op. cit., page 116-117. 

4 E. J. McGrath, et al., op. cit., page 22. 
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doctrine of enlightened self-interest, but 1nd1v1du-
al1sm as the full development of the individual in 
the· development of his society. In order to fulfil 
himself in the context of this moral philosophy, the 
1nd1viclua.l must give pert of himself to the others 
with whom he lives and works. It 1s one of the tasks 
of liberal or general educa.tton to teach the moral 
attitude involvea.l 

6} General education should result in an emotionally 
sound and satisfying life. 

The importance of the emot1ons--the role of feelings, 

attitudes, and aesthetics in life adjustment and happiness, 

1s the present issue for discussion. The theory that emo-

tion is a powerful factor in oonneotion with the learning 

process was presented over a half-century ago by William 

James in his ''Principles of Psychology"; however, educators 

have been slow to face the issue until tho past few years. 

One educational issue which probably deserves more attention 

1n present-day consideration is the possibility of inspiring 

students to put into practice the knowledge e.nd understandings 

which they have acquired in formal education. Often enthu-

siasm, an emotional element, 1s lacking as un incentive. 

An example of the need for inspiration is presented by Reed 

in a discussion of the requirements of a satisfactory intro-

ductory course in American Government: 

l 'l'he Fi:rty-first Yearbook of the National Soo1ety for 
the Study of Education, op. cit., pages 42-4;. 
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It should be staffed not necessarily by great scholars 
but by persons of outstanding teaching ability with a 
definite 111.terest 1n training yo\L~ men and women for 
participation :tn politics and capable of inspiring in 
young people the desire to do so. It 1s at "chis stage 
that the desire to share activity 1n the operation of 
our democracy must be inculcated ...... In the con-
duct of the course eyery practicable ctevice for arous-
i11.g student interest in political participation and 
for bringing students into actual contact with public 
officials end polit1cal leade11 s and. organizations 
should be employed. 

Some experimental evidence is now being produced to 

substantiate theories of the importance of emotional factors 

in education. Among such experiments is a noteworthy ex-

ample of the relation of pleasant and unpleasant experiences 

to memory. Meltzer and Stagner2 studied how well college 

students remember pleasant and unpleasant experiences. 

About 15 per cent more pleasant items than unpleasant items 

were recalled; however, a few of the subjects remembered 

more unpleasant items than pleasant items. i~ost psycholc>-

gists now hold the belief that both pleasant and w1pleasa.nt 

emotional experiences are retained better than experiences 

having no emotional value. 

Corey expresses the following opinion of the importance 

of the emotional aspect 1n education: 

l T. H. Reed and D. D. Reed, op. cit., page 54. 
2 Reported 1n the following: S. Stansfeld Sargent. 

The Basio-Teaohings of the.Great Psychologists. New York: 
Garden City Publishing Co., Inc., 1944, page 219. 
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One of the basic characteristics of learning--and a 
characteristic that is frequently overlooked by per-
sons interested primarily 1n intellectual develop-
ment--1s the "feeling• aspeot. We like or dislike, 
accept or reject, feel pleased or displeased, 1n 
greater or lesser degree, with every experience we 
have. Whatever is learned about .a .person, a group 
of persons; an object, a practice, an 1nst1tut1on, 
or an idea is acoompan1ed by an evaluation of it. 
An,y sharp d1st1nct1on between intellectual and emo-
tional expe:rience 1s unreal1st1o.l 

The following also is pettinent: 
Th1s view of general education 1s developed on the 
assumption that the emotional and psychological life 
of young people, the social and cultural attitudes 
the1 bring to their studies, their particular talents 
and abilities, their relations to other human beings--
all_ these, as well as theil" intellectual ability to 
meet the demands of their teachers, are basic cons1d-
erat1ons 1n planning a program of general education. 
Instrumentalism assumes, 1n tact, on the basis of much 
educational and psyeholog1oal research that the ability 
ot students to function intellectually is greatly af-
fected by their attitudes, their emotional drives, and 
the particular character of their talents.2 
Bight principal emotional needs ot children are stated 

and discussed by Raths and Burrell:) 1) the need for be-

longing; 2) the need tor achievement;)) the need tor eoo-
nom1c aecur1t1; 4) the.need to be tree from tear; S) the 
need for love and affection; 6) the need to be free from 

l The Fifty-fir-st Yearbook of the llat1ona.l Society for 
the Study of Education. op. cit., pages .sa-59. Chapter bys. 
M. Corey._ 

2 Ibid, page 173. Chapter~y·MiS. MaoLean and Esther 
Raushenbush. 

:, L. E. Raths and A. P. Burrell. Do•s and Dont 1 s for 
.t,,he Meeds Theory, New York: Ad Art Printing Service Inc., 
1950. 
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guilt; 7) the need for self respect; 8) the need for gu1d-

1ng purposes. The authors mention that research is now in 

progress to test the importance of these needs: 

All of the experiments to date tend to support the 
theory: as teachers try to meet the emotional needs 
of children learning tends to 1mprove as measured by 
scores on standardized tests; soo1al aooeptanoe tends 
to increase; extreme forms of aggression tend to de-
crease; the frequency of on-set and the intensity .of 
certain phys 1cal symptoms seem to decli11e and school 
attendance tends to increase. Given this rnuoh basis 
1n experience, it seems worthwhile to continue efforts 
to experiment with different groups 1n many different 
plaoes.l 

One of the necessary concerns 1n a discussion of a 

satisfying emotional life 1s that or aesthetic experience. 

F1acous2 defines aesthetics as the theory of the beauti-

ful. He points out the ambiguity of the term "beautiful," 

stating that to some the term means that which 1s regular, 

harmonious, directly and wholly pleasing, while to others 

a broader meaning 1s used to cover anything which is ar-

tistically effective. The latter then often would not 

satisfy the requirements of the former. He also points 

out the rela.t1onsh1ps of aesthetics to such fields as 

philosophy, sociology, and psychology. 

l L. E.- Raths and A. P. Burrell, op. cit., page l. 

2 L. w. Flaoous. The Sn1r1t and Substance of Art. 
Mew York: F. S. Crofts and Co., 1947, pages 3-10. 
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Aesthetics are studied for the,most part 1n the field 

of stud1es known as the .humanities. The name "humanities" 
refers 1n general to the arts and works of man; and includes 
such subjects as literature, music, the other fine arts, 

English composition, speech, foreign languages. philosophy, 

religion, psychology, and sometimes history and library 
so1ence. 

The human1t1es serve as a record of the attempts of 
man to illustrate his aspirations and feelings through 

various mediums of expression. For example, literature, 

language, philosophy, and history .represent verbal attempts 
at expression, a,rt uses the visual medium, and music uses 
the aural medium. Perhaps some acquaintance with all of 

these is necessary for appreo1at1on of the nature of the 

humanities and knowledge or the nature of the various 

peoples themselves. 
One opinion of the purpose and value of the humanities 

is the following, the words of Ralph Barton Perry as quoted 

by Dunkel: (The humanities) 'make man more man in the 

eulogistic sense of the word; (the studies) which con-
tribute to a 'good life' based on ~ree and enlightened 

cho1oe among values.• 1 

1 Ralph Perry. The Meaning of the Humanities, Prince-
ton: Princeton University Press, 19:38; quoted by H.B. 
Dunkel, op. cit., page 16. 
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In a discussion of leisure t1me, and the possible 

contribution of the humanities to this leisure time, the 

Executive Committee of the Cooperative Study ,.n General 

Education declares the following: 

If this additional leisure time is to be put to 
constructive use, the arts must find a larger place 
in the curr1oulums o~ our high schools and colleges. 
They will not only permit our people to occupy them-
selves with interesting and useful activities; they 
will also serve as a catharsis for the release of 
the nervous energy excited by our complex and closely 
integrated ·s·ocial life. It 1s unnecessary here to 
develop the conception that students should not only 
be made aware of aesthetic values but should also be 
given an opportunity to learn the techn1qyea by which 
beauty may be created in their own lives. 

Rugg2 emphasizes the importance of creative expression 

in developing the personality of the individual and 1n pro-

moting a vital forward-looking society. A history of the 

important concepts and personalities 1n various fields of 

art 1s presented, beginning with the past century and ending 

with a discussion of present-day tendencies. The importance 

of the quality of •reel1ngtt is brought out, and special 

emphasis 1s given to the role of body response and movement 

1n creative self-expression. The creative act itself 1s 

described as self-expression of self-imagination in a de-

signed form. 

l A Final Report of the Executive Committee of the 
Cooperative Study 1n General Education, op. o1t. 

2 .Harold Rugg, op. o1t. Part IV, Chapters XIII and XIV. 
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The relationship between creative stimulation and the 

emotions 1s mentioned 1n the following by Lowenfeld; 

Since it 1s an established fact that nearly every 
emotional or mental disturbance 1s connected with 
a lack of self-oonfidenoe, 1t is easily understood 
that the p~oper stimulation of the child's creative 
ab111tfes will be a safeguard against such d1sturb-
anoes. 

The same author continues: 

If the child expresses himself according to his own 
level, he becomes encouraged 1n his own independent 
th1nlt1ng by express1ng,h1s own thoughts and ideas by 
his o~m means. The child who imitates becomes de-
pendent in his thinking, s1noe he relies for his 
thoughts and expressions upon others. The independent. 
thinking child will not only express whatever oomes 
into his m1nd but will tackle any problem, emoti'onal 
or mental. that he encounters 1n life. Thus2h1s ex-
pression serves also as an emotional outlet. 

In concluding this chapter, it must be reiterated that 

the s1.ic concepts which have been stated and discussed in 

this ohapter--the desired outcomes of general education--

are the result of opinions expressed or implied in liter-

ature on general education. 
The following 1s a summary listing of the s1x desired 

outcomes of general education: 

1 Viktor Lowenfeld. Creative and Mental Growth, New 
York: The Macmillan co·., 1947, page 6. 

2 Ibid. page 7. 
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1) General education should result 1n the ability 
to make logical judgments through the processes 
of reasoning. 

2) General education should result in adequate 
comma.'1.d of the basic non-vocational skills 
needed in da1ly living. 

3) General education should result-in the ability 
to engage in competent participation in social 
and political affairs. 

4) General education should result in adequate 
functional knowledge of the physical and b1o-
log1oal laws and information needed for com-
petency and satisfaction 1n daily living. 

5) General education should result 1n consoientious, 
intelligent application of ethics to personal 
and social matters. 

6) General education should result 1n an emotionally 
sound and satisfying life. 



CHAPTER IV 
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CHAPTER IV 
COI\TTRIBUTIOHS OF MUSIC TO GEI'IBRAL EDUCATION' 

The purpose of this chapter 1s to determine what 

contributions musio can make to the realization of the 

desired outcomes of general education previously stated 

and discussed. 

Selected literature in the following fields or 

aspects of music was studied: l) the use of music in 

primitive cultures; 2) folk music o~ modern society; 

3) the influence of music on behavior; 4) aesthetics and 

education in mus1o; 5) miscellaneous supplementary ma-

terials. During the study of this material various uses 

of music which could apply to people in general and not 

to professional musicians in particular were discovered 

and given consideration. When a particular idea appeared 

to be more than an assumption and was substantiated by 

evidence, this idea was tentatively adopted and a search 

was made for additional corroborating evidence. This 

procedure resulted in some rejection and revision of con-

tent before the chosen contributions were considered 

adequately supported. Contributions chosen appeared to 

have a relation to general education. Possible verifi-

cation of this supposition, as well as the nature of the 

contributions, 1s determined later 1n the study •. 
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Supporting evidence for the apparent contributions of 

music to general education 1s of various types, falling in-

to the following inter-related categories: (the results 

of) l) practical appl1oat1on or use; 2) directed observa-

tion; j} aontrolled experiment; 4) scholarly opinion. A 

greater amount of evidence was discovered for some contri-

butions of music than for others; however, this fact merely 

emphasizes the probability that the particular use of music 

is more definitely proved in the one 111stanoe than 1n the 

other, or that possible additional evidence for the less 

well substantiated uses was not discovered or 1s not yet 

in existence. In addition, 1t may mean that some uses are 

broader in scope ,than others, more frequent or more gener-

ally recognized. Therefore, the extent of the evidence 

does not dete1"1mine the relative importance of the contri-

bution. The purpose 1n this part of the study, as in that 

in which the desired outcomes of education were considered, 

is to consider all possible contributions, but not to at-

tempt to weigh the relative importance of each. 

In the organization of. the contributions of mus1o to 

general education, the attempt was made; for the sake of 

clarity and meaning, to make each statement of a contribu-

tion 1nclud,e a broad area under which more specific features 

could emerge if necessary. In accordance with this attempt, 
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four contributions of music are stated. There can be no 

olear-eut separation between these and much 1nter-relat1on-

sh1p 1s evident. Separation has been made in order to 

give emphasis to certain ittportant features. The first 

three statements of contributions indicate uses of music 

and conditions which music can bring about for people in 

general. These three statements in particular are closely 

related. It 1s quite likely that uses 1) and 2) are some-

what dependent for their existence on use :3). However, 

throughout the study the attempt will be made to distin-

guish among these three uses, using evidence where it 

seems to have the most direct relationship. The fourth 

statement indicates a desc1pllne necessary for satisfactory 

musical experience. 

The four statements are: 

1) Music can serve as a medium for the expression, 
oommun1cat1on, and recording of feelings, aspi-
rations. 0..t.-wid ideas. 

2) Music oan enhance social aot1v1ty and promote 
social consciousness and adaptability. 

J) Music can influence moods and serve as a regu-
lator of tension. 

4) Music can serve as a medium for the development 
of the powers of discrimination and Judgment. 
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1) Musio can serve as a medium for the exoression, 
oommun1cation, and recording of feelings, aso1-
rat1ons 1 and ideas. 

The conclusions reaohed by those who have studied 

music practices in many cultures, both by direct observa-

tion and by analysis of existing remnants from the past, 

are that musio through the ages has been a medium r~r 

self-expression and for attempted commun1cat1on of the 

desired message to others.l In the early days transmission 

was a.ocomp11shed largely by word of mouth to others and to 

future generations from fathe1l to son. Later permanent re-

cording was made through written notation, and with the 

erri,ral of our present system of notation, fairly exact 

recording has been guaranteed. 

The role of music 1n primitive cultures, espeo1ally 

non-Oaucasian, was primarily utilitarian; although 1t is 

likely that the recreational aspect of music was a con-

comitant factor to the various musical activ1t1ee. Most 

expression was connected with the numerous religious 

practices, or activities allied to these, and oommun1oat1on 

l For a discussion of pre-historic art see the 
following: H. W. Van Loon. The ~\rto, New York: Simon 
and Schuster, 19J9, chapter II. 
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was intended for the god governing the activity 1n wh1oh 

help was needed or praise intended. Vocal utterance and 

the danoe were the basic media of expression and commun1-

cat1on and these two media existed as one. Drums and 

instruments were used only for accompaniment purposes. 

Perhaps the. nature of self-expression through· music, 

and vocal expression in particular, is made more clear by 

the following: 

Self-expression in singing 1s the process of mani-
festing one•e own thoughts and feelings in and through 
the medium of song. Expression takes the form of the 
use of language (words), sounds (vo1oe) or other means 
of communication, 1n an endeavor to convey the singer's 
concepts or feelings with for1e, vividness, clarity 
or other desirable qualities. 

In the following Diserens and Fine have noted the wide-

spread use of mus1o, not only in connection with the reli-

gion of native cultures, but in all oulturea: 

Let us first .note thitt eve.ry people, savage or civi-
lized, ancient or modern; seem to have utilized music 
as an accompaniment to their religious practices. 
Our historians of musio and the notices on primitive 
music 1n near1

2
_ every work on ethnology substantiate 

the statement. 

The importance of music in religion and allied act1v-

1t1es in the lives of the early Africans is pointed out 

by the following: 11The earliest traces of music 1n native 

l· v. A. Fields. Training the Singing Voice. Hew Yorl<: 
King's Crown Press, 1947, page 41. 

2 C. M. Diserens and Harry Fine. A Ps:vohology of 
Music. Cincinnati: University of Cincinnati Preas. 1939, 
page lJ4. 
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Africa are found in the dances of worship. No matter what 

form of religious cult was practiced, music took an im-

portant part 1n its ritual. 111 

As discussed earlier 1n the present study, mus ioal 

expression was virtually inseparable from religion for many 

centuries, and the uses of music for secular purposes and 

for enjoyment per se were not widespread until several cen• 

turies ago. As music became used for intensifying the ex-

pression of any and all feelings, aspirations, and ideas, 

it fell roughly into two general classes; 1) folk mus1o--

mus1o or1g1nat1ng with the people; 2) serious or formal 

mus1o--musio composed by professional musicians. 

The following seems to be an adequate and acourate 

definition of folk music: 

A folk song is a spontaneous expression of the thought 
and feeling of the people with wllom it originated. It 
comes out of aome deep and inherent feeling wh1oh origi-
nates in the heart of an individual who ie 1nap1i;-ed by 
some profound emotion or some overpowering thought 
which he puts into music. It is then accepted by other 
people and sung by them. After a long period of time, 
it takes form and then represents the people by whom 
it has been sung over and over again for many years, 
and even, perhaps, for centuries of time. 2 

The nature of folk song among the African natives 1s 

shown by the following: nin like manner, many- of the songs 

l Haud Cuney-Hare. Negro Musicians and Their Music. 
Washington: The Associated Publishers, Ino., 19J6, page 6. 

2 B. M. Brooke and H. A. Brown. Music Education 1n 
the Elementary School. new York: American Book Co., 1946, 
page ,308. 
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are found based on a f'able or folk tale, or descriptive of 

a social custom of a tribe or nation. Here, through music, 

we find a related myth that has existed for centur1es."l 

From the same author an integral quality of folk song, 

spontaneity; 1s described: "Their power of 1nvent1on and 

1mprov1sat1on may last for hours. Expert 1n adapting song 

to current events, they indulge in mockery, ridicule, and 

sarcasmi or in flat~ery or praise of men and happen1ngs.tt2 

Another source presents additional data on the presence 

of free. improvisation 1n folk song; ttFor it may be well to 

remember that while savages and barbarians have an abundance 

of f1xed a.nd permanent sol¥!S; they are alco fond of 1mpr.~-

v1s1ng and that much of tlte1r singing 1s the spontaneous 

expression of a new thought at the moment of the s1ng1ng.n) 

A picturesque description of how folk songs originate 

1s presented 1n the following account of folk song develop-

ment in the United Stutes: 

A people make a three-thousand-mile march between 
the eastern and western· ooeans. Songs traveled with 

l Maud Cu..~ey-Hare; op. cit., page 16. 

2 Ibid., page 19. 
3 The American History and Encyclopedia of Music. w. L. Hubbard, editor 1n chief. New York: Irving Squire, 

1908, page 2. Chapter by Frederick Starr. 
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them; songs were born along the way. Every hamlet 
produced its crop of local ballads of murders, dis-
asters, and scandals. Every ocoupat1on had its 
specialized poesy. Every fiddler put his ovm twists 
on the tunes he learned from his pappy. Every child 
had its own sk1pp1ng Jingle, a little different from 
the next oh1ld. Songs flowered up ou.t of the lives 
of the people as liberally as wild flowers on the 
West Texas plains in A:pril, and most of them van-
ished as quickly, sowutg the land with seed for the 
next springtime erop of songs. Those songs that 
lived to walk the long, lonesome road with the 
people have been largely written down by folklorists 
during the past fifty years.l 

It 1s true that during the past fifty years or so 

there has been considerable interest 1n recording and 

oolleoting folk music. Folklorists have visited the 

various regions, taken the tunes down 1n music notation 

as they were s~ng or played, and have then published this 

mus_io; thus, opportunity 1s being provided for all peoples 

to become acquainted with the folk music of all other 

peoples. Th1s, of course, was impossible before this 

music was recorded 1n the lllliversal symbols of music no-

tation. A worthy example of the development of folk music 

1n modern life is the oorrido of Mexico.2 The corridos 

spring up in a region spontaneously and are gradually 

lengthened and improved by the people in this region. 

These songs tell the stories of important events, the 

l J. A. Lomax and Alan Iomax. Folk Song: U. s. A. 
Mew York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce. 1947, page v11 of 
preface. 

2 P. F. Ross. 
Modern Mexico, 19: 

nspan1sh Melody Plus Indian Rhythm." 
13, 31, 1946 (July'). 
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doings of local heroes, gossip, and similar matters. 

The melody' 1s monotonous and repet!t1ve. When these 

songs reach a satisfactory form and length, they are 

published and distributed to the people by printing shops 

in the various towns. Host folk songs are short but the 

corrido 1s known for its excessive length. 

In a discussion of the contribution of formal serious 

music to the aubject under discussion, one major issue 

must ·be olarif1ed: the degree of oommunication between 

the composer and the performer or listener. It appears 

evident that ir1 tolk songs and all other vocal music 

the commmicat1on of the ideas, and possibly the feelings, 

of the or1g~tor or oomposer can be accomplished with a 

fair degree of suooess, providing the language is under-

stood by the performer and listener. In tho instrumental 

sphere, commun1ca.tion by meano of program music, if the 

described features are lt".nown to the performer and listener, 

might approximate the results of vocal music. However. 

1n 111strumental music which is not intended as a description 

of a def 1n1te concrete matter, but which is merely a produot 

of 1nsp1rat1on, possibly brought on by some esoteric factor 

in the composer's l1fe, difficulty 1n communicat1on 1s an 

inherent factor. Thus, the degrees in difficulty of com-

munication must be realized and provided for in any thorough 

study of music. 
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Opinion is divided on the subject of communication 

through abstract music. There a1"'e those who believe that 

no direct commu..~1cat1on of feeling, idea, or aspiration 

is possible. For instance, the listener contemplates the 

musio, but the feelings or ideas which he receives aa a 

result of the musical exper1enoe are determined by his 

background, education, and. personality, plus his mood at 

the time of contemplation. If the foregoing 1s true, 

then any discussion of abstract music in relation to com-

munication 1s inappropriate. However, another point of 

view maintains that there can be some communication be-

tween the composer a.nd performer or listener, but that 

the degree of reception of the expression, may vary con-

side~ably. One authorl points out that 1 t would be merely 

a coino1dence if the listener were moved by the same emo-

tion.al response as thr:it which had stimulated the composer. 

As analogies in support of his posH,1on, he mentions that 

viewing the ange1· of actors on the stage does not instill 

a.ooer, also, that comic characters can cause amusement 

Without exhibiting amusement themselves. He states the 

following concerning music: ttr-tusic causes an emotional 

response in its hearers, but such emotion 1s not neces-

aarily of the same type as what 1s musically represented, 

l Victor Bennett. "Music and Emotion." The Musical 
Quarterly. 28: 406-414, 1942, 412. 
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and is independent of the same.al Another source, not in 

oomplete agreement with the preceding account, ma1ntaL"ls 

that the "reactions" which aroused the artist are compre-

hended in various degrees by the one who oontemple.tes or 

listens: 

This may be interpreted to mean that art is an 1n-
di v1dual1st1c rendering in a communicable form of 
the spiritual reactions established between man and 
the outer world, an objectified representat,.on of 
some exper1enoe through which he has 11ved or by 
which he has been at1mttlated. While these er,:,resstons 
have nothing to do with pract1oal realities, they are 
commttn1oated 1n suoh a v1v1d way as to arouse in the 
reader, hearer, or observer reactions which in varying 
measure correspond to those which moved the art1st.2 

In consideration of ·th~ ideas presented 1n tho for.e-

go1ng discussion of folk mus1o and forrnal mtts1c, there 1s 

a preponderance of evidence that music can serve as a means 

of communication. Undoubtedly there a.re degrees of extent 

and clarity in communication, exemplified by the concrete 

nature of vocal folk so11gs and other songs and the abstract 

11ature of instrumental 11JJ.ture. 

2) Music can enhance social activity and uromote 
social consciousness and e.dantabil1ty. 

i!1here 1s reciprooal action between the two parts 

o:r the above statement: "enhance social activity" and~ 

1 Victor Bennett, op. cit., page 414. 

2 H. D. McKinney and w. R. Anderson, op. cit., page 2.3. 
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1'promote social consciousness and adaptability." The en-

hancement of social activity is a result of the increase 

in social co11sciousness and adaptability of the individual 

members; the increase in social consciousness and adapta-

b1~1ty may result from social activity through or with 

muaic. The statement is worded 1~ its present form for 

the purpose of emphasis on the use of music in various 

social s1tuat1ons and also its effect upon the individual. 

In native cultures probably :10 group activity talces 

place 1n which mus1o does not play a vital part. "In all 

civic ceremonies and social institutions pertaining to 

ch1rsten1ng, marriage, death or the politicul life, the 

dn11oe ranks in impor•tanoe w1 th the feast.'' l The use of 

music 1:ti tho various phases of the religion of these 

cultures has previously been discussed, and perhaps this 

use of music to enhance religious ceremony has been not 

only the earliest, but also the most wide-spread use of 

mua1c in the social ~ctivity of all cultur•es. 

Observations in modern society show that nr:1sic is be-

coming widely used in various social activitie3. The use 

may be passi"1a, in l'thich members listen to musical per-

formance, or active, 1n which members participate. Tho 

l Naud CUney-Hare, op. oit., page 13. 
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extent to which music actually contributes to t.hese various 

social aot1v1t1es would be difficult to measure, but the 

fact remains that such uses of mus1.c do not appear to be 

diminishing. 

The development of social consciousness and. adapta-

bility is necessary if enhancement of social activity is 

to take place. Reference once more to the native cultures 

inc11cates that this was acoomplished. Everyone partici-

pated 1n the musical e .. ct1v1t1es~ and with great enthuciasm. 

The fact that part1~1pents 1n the dance could work them-

selves into frenzies ghres evidence the"t comm.on feeling 

or ttgroup f~el1ng" was established. In addition, the 

classroom observations of the writer of the present stu'1.y 

1nd.1cate that the general social nature of the music class 

1s heightened considerably 1mrned1atoly,following the per-

formance of a selection which has had much appeal for all, 

or nearly a.l.l members of the class. Of oourso, the music 

factor ls not the only one which influences such a situa-

tion. The natural effervescence of young adolescents 

must be taken into consideration. Hm'lever, it 1s this 

feeling that one is s.t-iaring an intense emotional experience 

with others that results in social consciousness of' the 

group in wh1.ch this process takes place. A feeling of 

belonging or "onenessn is established: 
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Teaching an egocentric or psychically wounded person 
the elementary values of social contact and integration 
1s best done by ghring hi,n the e,:pericnce of being part 
of a group that enjoys the pleasing atmosphere of an 
~ct1v1ty eagerly sought by all its rnenbers.1 

Much supporting date for the development of social 

consciousness and adaptability can be founa. in the litera-

ture com1.ected. 1-rith the use of nnrnic L"l'l nental hos;,1 tals. 

This literature can be of particular velue 1n contributing 

to the subject under discussion for the following t·wo rea-

sons: 1) the majority of n:ental patients are extremely 

desocia.11zed;- treatment which improves the social consclous-

nesn and. ac.a:ptab1lity of these patients should offer in-

dication..<; of use which could be of benefit to porsons some-

what better orientated socially; 2) nmch of this literature 

1G of an objoct1vo nature, be.sed on scientific research and 

study, and has demonstrable validity and. reli~ib1lity. 

Authorities believe that pnrticipe.t1on of the -patient 

is a. necessity for improvement in social consciousness and 

adaptability. The patient needs to have the feeling of 

taking part in his own rehabilitation. Allport says: 

"People must have a hand in sa,;-1:ng themsel't;es; they can-

not and will not be saved_ from the outside. 112 

l Willem Van De Wall. Music in Institutions, Hew York: 
Russell Se.ge Foundation, 1936, page ;8. 

2 G. w. Allport. "The Psychology of Participation." 
Occupational Psychology. 20: 54-62, 1946; quoted by 
Doris Soibelman. Theraneutic and Industrial Uses of Music. 
New York: Columbia Un1vers1ty Press, 1948, page 111. 
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Dykema.1 mentions the- sense of comradeship and the 

feeling of belonging generated by participation 1n group 

effort. Ue also brings out the fact that group part1c1-

pat1on in music demands and develops cooperation, consid-

eration for others, and mutual dependence. To enlarge 

upon this, the very nature of group musical activity 

makes impossible a satisfactory performance unless all 

members fully cooperate and make their oontr1but1on to 

the total effect. This latter consideration is a.n im-

portant item 1n education tor group living, although the 

situation is brought about by the demand of group musical 

performance and is not a condition effected entirely by 

the music itself. There probably is interaction of these 

two factors in the ideal situation. 

Dykema is a champion of group or community singing. 

In the following he describes the nature and results of 

this activity from the ideal standpoint: 

In well-conducted community singing, the partj_ci-
pants are by "precept and example" lead[s1c _J to 
regard the song as an expression of a sftuat1on 
whioh they enjoy; they find their fun, their re-
laxation 1n "putting the song over," 1n entering 
so freely 1nto the situation that they frequently 
seem to make the song an expression of themselves. 

1 ?. w. Dykema. ttsome Social Aspects of Music 1n 
Therapy." Proceedings of the Music Teachers National 
Assoc·1at1on. 39: 1945, page 59. 
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This group ~reedom is so infectious that the nartioi-
pants, most of whom would be too shy to sing alone, 
almost unoonso1ously add their voices to the others 
and enjoy the beneficial effects of forgetting their 
depressing worries and releasing their harmful ten-
sions.l 
Altshuler2 describes the procedure used in promoting 

group singing 1n a representative mental pospital. Group 

singing in the t-1ards 1s introduced by a theme song which 

should be familiar to most of the patients 1n the ward. 
national, patriotic, religious, folk, sentimental, and 

oomio songs are emphasized because of possible familiarity, 

ease of comprehension, and possible association with the 

past. Danoing also 1s a part of the program. Many patients 

have been made socially conscious through the music program. 

Discussed in this same article was the phys1olog1oal 

manner in which music affects the 1nd1v1dual and makes 

possible the contact with the world of reality. Musio 

attacks the thalamus, the seat of sensation and emotion. 

Some musical stimulat1on probably can take place at this 

level; however. the musical impulses may go on to the cor-

tex. When the cortex, the center of higher intellectual 

e..ot1v1t1es; 1s thus stimulated. the patient to some extent 

forsakes his world of phantasy and approaches the world of 

l P. w. Dykema, op. oit., page 60. 

2- I. M. Altshuler. "The Part of Music 1n Resoc1al1za-
t1on of Mental Patients.• Occupational Therany and Rehabili-
tation, 20: 1941, pages 84-85. 
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actuality, enabling the psychiatrist to establish con-
tact with him. 

There is evidenoe that repeatedly successful social 

experiences in music will have some carry over to the 

general social life of the individual, thus increasing 

oonsciousness and adaptability not only at the time of 

musical exper:ii..enoe but at other times and in other matters 

as well. 

The following case study is presented in detail 

by Altshuler in order to give evidence in support of the 

foregoing statement. The patient, thirty years of age 

when admitted to the hospital for the second time in 

November, 1937, had been diagnosed as a sch1zophren1c, 

m1xed oatatonio and paranoid type. 

When music was played she would display some attention, 
but failed to cooperate. In November. 1938, during re-
hearsal of Christmas songs she became morealert, lis-
tened attentively, smiled and began to sing. In March, 
19;9, she began to sing regularly in group singing. 
Music 1n allegro particularly affected her. In De-
cember, 1939; she first spoke to the lady choir con-
ductor and said "Merry Christmas" and added that she 
missed her. One day she sat down to the piano and 
played perfectly and spontaneously "Iay My Head Be-
neath A Rose." Shortly ·after she began to display 
interest in her personal appearance and remarked "I 
need a new outfit." Further progress in her social 
consciousness manifested itself in solo singing before 
the group, then reading the news before the class; 
then asking other patients to jo1n the class. She 
finally •became a. regular member of the group. She 
ha.s been given three short paroles and behaved well 
at home.- Heedless to say that the daily activities 
and particularly the mus1o and song playei an impor-
tant role in her gradual resoc1al1zat1on. 

l I. M. Altshuler, op. c1t., page 85. 
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In the discussion of' thi-B contribution of music to 

general eduoation, musical activity has been discussed 

from the group standpoint, where its value appears to be 

most evident. However, in conolusion; it is fitting to 

po1nt out a.t th1a time that solo performance also rnay 

have some value in promoting social sonso1ousness and 

adaptability. The soloist, if his performance 1s compe-

tent, usually wins approval :from h1s audience, may there-

fore feel that he 1s one of this group, and may quite 

possibly be a respected and admired member of vru.--1ous 

social groups. Naturally the vast majority of persona 

are not competent enough to receive recognition and satis-

faction 1n this manner. Also, there is a danger that the 

soloist, even though an amateur, may seek more and more 

isolation in order to concentrate on his specialty, and 

that actual social rapport will not be established with 

any group. 

:,) Musio oa.n influence moods and serve as a regu-
lator of tension. 

In connection with the ~oregoing statement mention 

must be made that a mood 1s generally considered as a state 

of feeling which 1s not directed toward any specific fac-

tor and 1s not caused by same, whereas an emotion generally 

1s considered as a fairly specific state of feeling, directed 
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toward or ca.used by some objeot1ve factor. However, there 

appears to be a great amount of freedom taken 1n the use 

of these two terms. For the purpose of clarity 1n the 

present study the term "mood" must be used, since no evi-

dence has been found which indicates that rous1o can create 
or influence specific emotions. 

Music as a nregulator of tension" naturally is inter-

woven with the mood aspect. As a matter of fact it would 

appear that the change 1n tension is a primary faotor in 

influencing the mood; however, another factor, the release 

or tension through the physical activity involved in vari-

ous types of musical participation, 1s a means which seems 

to be somewhat outside of the strictly musical aspect of 

tension. Evidence presented in this discussion primarily 

is 1n support of the ability of musio itself to influence 

feeling states and tension. The bulk of the exper1~ental 

literature 1s concerned with listening; however, perform-

ance and creative aotivity certainly must not be regarded 

as of leaser importance in the relation to mood or ~eeling 

state merely because experimenters have been emphasizing 

listening, probably for the reason that this 1s an activity 

quite common to all persons. 

Since listening 1s the major activity affecting the 

general public, e few of the oons1derat1ons involved are 
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mentioned at this time: 

The hearing of music does not necessarily lead to 
listening. When we perform music we hope that our. 
audience will listen, but our best efforts may fail. 
This should not dismay us, but should rather prompt 
us to find out why it happened. There. a.re several 
possible reasons. First, \'le all listen to music 
that affects us pleasantly, but unless we have to 
pay attention for professional reasons, we try hard 
to ward off and ignore music that we dislike. More-
over, music whioh afforded us pleasure yesterday may 
turn into an irritation today. Second, 11stenil1g-
to music with full attention and enjoyment requires 
a comparatively free and open mind. When we are 
fatigued, preoccupied or worried, depressed or ex-
cited, mus1c.wh1oh at other times would grip us and 
hold our attention may fail to do so.l 

Murse112 believes that the most important extrinsic 

factor in listening 1s the mood of the listener. However, 

ha states that if the composition 1s of powerful influence, 

the prevailing mood is not all important, since the proper 

mood may be quickly established by the music. In con-

tinuing, he says that when the preceding emotional and 

affective state of the listener 1s very strong and is in 

conflict with the mood of the music the result will be 

disturbing. Program notes and oral comments are often used 

to assist 1n establishing the desired mood and mental state 

for the various musical selections on the program. 

l Willem Van De Wall. Music 1n Hosnitals, new York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1946, page 13. 

2 J. L. Mursell. The Psychology or· Music. IIew York: 
W. W. Morton end Co., I!lc., 1937, page 205. 
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The power of musio to exert strong influence has been 

suspected since ancient o1v1l1zat1on. Although the follow-

ing accounts of early superstition and philosophical opin-

1on, some of which were given brief mention earlier, cannot 

be regarded as substantiating evidence, these accounts are 

presented at the present time to provide some h1storical 

background for the contribution of music under d1scuao1on. 

The ancient native tribes believed mus1c to have magi-

cal powers and attempted to use it 1n their elaborate 

healing rituals. Aristotle believed music could serve 

as a catharsis: 

Aristotle states 1n Politics 8:1340 b 8 that if in-
sanely overwrought (.ttenthus1ast1o") persons 'listen 
to enthusiastic melodies that intoxicate their souls;' 
they are brought back to themselves again, so that 
their cath1rs1s takes place exactly 11ke a medical 
treatment. 
The following is a cont1nuat1on of the Aristotelian 

view of music and catharsis, using religious excitement 

as an example. His first statement indicates his belief 

in the possibility of establishing approximately common 

moods through mus1o: 
For any experience that brings a violent reaction 1n 
some soul exists 1n all, although the degrees of in-
tensity may vary~-as ,for example 1n pity and panic, 

l Curt Sachs. .Ths Ribe of Music in the Anoient World 
Ea.st and West.· New York:. WCI w. Norton and Co., Inc., 
1943, page 25:3. 
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and also 1n extreme religious excitement. Since some 
persons are very susceptible to this form of emotion, 
under the influence of sacred music, when they use 
melodies that greatly excite the soul, they are re-
duced to a normal state, just as if they had received 
medical treatment and purgation.l 

Aristotle believed that the Greek modes differed widely 

and could cause various reactions 1n those who heard them. 

The following is his viewpoint, shared by other ancient 

philosophers: 

Aristotle says in his Metaphysios 8:5 that 'the medi-
cal scales differ essentially from one another, tmd 
those who hear them are differently affected by each. 
Some of them make men sad and grave, like the so-
called M1xolyd1a.n, others enfeebled the mind, like 
the relaxed 11,armonias,, others, again. produce a moder-
ate and settled temper, wh1ch appears to be the pecul-
iar effect of the Dorian; the Phryg1an inspires en-
thusiasm. • 2 

Plato also believed in this power of tlle Greek modes 

to influence behavior and moods. In the RepublioJ a dis-

cussion between Socrates and Olaucon takes place in which 

·the character of the modes 1s discussed. The M1xolyd1an 

and Hyperlydian were thought to be mournful end plaintive. 

The Ionian and the IQdian were the soft. relaxed harmonies. 

The Dorian, Hypodorian and Phryg1an were of noble and mod-

erate character and considered the only modes suitable for 

1 D. 1-4. Sohullian and Max Schoen. Music and filedicine. 
New York: Henry Schuman, Inc., 1948, page 58. 

2 Curt Sachs, op. cit. page 248. 

3 The Republic of Plato: Book III. Translated by 
Alexander Kerr. • Chicago: Charles H. Kerr and Co., 1903, 
artioles 398-399. pages 27-J0. 
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use in education and life in general. 

The following 1s another opinion: 

According to Schopenhauer, music lies at the heart 
of all things, lives upon their essence and influences 
all. Music is independent altogether of the world of 
concrete things and could, to a certain extent, exist 
1f there were no world at all. It is a copy of Will 
,itself. a most intimate expression of the infinite 
and eternal energy which 1s the essence of the Uni-
verse. This is why the effect of musio is so much 
more powerful and penetrating than that of the other 
arts. They speak only of shadows, but music speaks 
of the thing 1tself.l 

In recent years there has been a spirit of enrp1r1o1sm 

surrounding the supposed power's of music. Attempts are 

being made through so1ent1f1o experimentation to f1nd out 

what music really can do and the type of music or musical 

cond1t1ons wh1oh bring about the various results. As a 

result of the study of mu.oh pertinent data, Gaston2 indi-

cates that factors such as fast tempo, accented rhythmi-

cal figures, staooato and percussive effects, and loudness 

are stimulating qualities 1n music, whereas slow tempo, 

legato passages, laok of accent, and softness are relaxat1ve 

qualities. In addition, soft strings and woodwinds naturally 

are more relaxing than loud brass and percussion. 

l c. M. Diserens and Harry Fine, op. cit., page 89. 
2 E. T. Gaston. "Dynamio Music Faotors 1n Moor1. 

Change. tt Nus1c Educators Journal. J7: 42, 44, 1951 
(Feb.• ria.rch.) 
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A large body of experimental literature is developing 

concerning the influences of music on mood and tension. 

In the discussion of the use of rnus1o as an aid in develop-

ing sooial consciousness and adaptability, mention was 

made of the contribution of experimentation in mental hos-

pitals to this area of knowledge. S1rn1larl1, much of the 

experimentation related to the present discussion has been 

motivated by the recent emphasis on the use of music in 

hospitals, particularly 1n mental hospitals. Interest in 

the poss1b1lit1es of mus1o 1n industry also has made a 

contr1but1on.l 

The experimental literature on the effect of mus1o 

on mood and tension oan be divided roughly into two general 

types: 1) introspeotion--the 1nd1v1dual's analysis of his 

own feelings; 2) Observations of variations in physiological 

and physical reactions. Some exaMples of each type are 

now presented. 

One of the most extensive introspective investigations 

of mood took place several decades ago: 

An investigation by Schoen and Gatewood on the effects 
of music on moods was prompted by the results obtained 
from a study of more than 20,000 mood-change charts on 
which that number of persons 1n various parts of the 
country had reported the effects produced upon thelr 

1 The following is an adequate introduction to the 
nature and uroblems of music in industry: B. E. Benson. 
Music and Sound Systems in Industry. New York: Mc-Graw-
Hill Book Co., Ino., 1945. 
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moods by 290 phonograph recordings or vocal and in-
strumental muo1o. Only one test ·was made with each 
group. An analysis of the data indicated that in 
general not only does a musical compositio;1 produce 
a change 1n the existing affective state of the 
listener but also that its effect upon a large ma-
jority is strikingly un1form.l 

Hevner2 varied such elements as rhythm, harmony, and 

tempo in a series of musical seleot1ons. Listeners were 

asked to report their reactions. Results were quite gen-

eral, and the oomposi t1011 as a whole seemed to be the main 

factor in mood judgments; howev~r, results had some sig-

nificance. The major mode was described as happy and play-

ful, the minor mode as sad and dreamy; firm rhythms were 

vigorous, flowing rhythms, graceful and tender; complex 

dissonances were exciting~ even agitating, whereas con-

sonances were happy and serene. 

R1gg3 tested the influence of tempo on mood. Five 

musical phrases of equal duration, all somewhat different 

in melodic and harmonic nature. were played on the piano 

at six different tempos. Tempos were alternated, not 

progressive. The subjects, varying in musical background, 

1 Max Schoen. The Effects of Music. New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Co., 1927. Reported by Doris Soibelman, 
op. cit., pages 66-67. 

2 l{ate Hevner. "Experimental Studies of the Elements 
of Expression in Mus1o; 11 American Journal of Psychology. 
48: 246-268, 19;6; reported by Doris Soibelrria.n;- ,op. cit., 
page ?l. 

:3 M. o. Rigg. "Speed as a Determiner of Musical Mood." 
Journal of Experimental Psycholog.y. 27: 566-571, 1940. 
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checked two main headings: 1) serious-sad; 2) pleasant-

happy. Also there were several sub-headings under each 

of these. General results showed that fast tempos tended 

to make the music of a pleasant-~ppy quality, while slow 

tempos tended toward a serious-sad quality. 

The observation and measurement of -phys1olog1oal and 

physical reactions, which result 1n data of a highly ob-

jective nature, have been pursued for the purpose of de-

termining w.hat changes actually take place in the organism 

as the result of various musical stimuli. One of the 

early experiments was performed by a French musician of 

the eighteenth century, A. E. M. Gretry.l He checked 

his pulse by holding his finger on 1t while he sang a~ 

different tempos. He reported that his pulse quickened 

somewhat when he sang at the fast tempos and that the 

opposite occurred at slower tempos. Whether or not he 

took into consideration the fact that faster tempos might 

oall for additional energy, which. 1n turn, would speed 

the pulse rate .is not mentioned. 

D1serens2 conducted a series of various physiological 

and physical observation experiments. He used college 

l. Doris Soibelman, op. o1t., page 26. 
2 c. M. Diserens. "Reaotions to Musical Stimuli." 

The Psyoholog1cal Bulletin..!. 20: 173-199, 1923. 
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students of both sexes with varying backgrounds in music. 

Mus1o, chiefly of the classical instrumental type, was 

played on the Edison phonograph, and comparisons of the 

measured or observed feature were made with and without 

music. His conclusions were the following: 

1. music tends to reduce or delay fatigue and 
oonoequently increases muscular endurance; 2. 
music has no definite effect on Precision or 
accuracy of movement; 1f the rhythm is not a-
dapted to the rhythm of the work, it reduces 
accuracy 1n typewriting and handwriting, the 
result being shown 1n an increased number of 
errors; J. musio speeds up such voluntary ao-
tiv1t1es as typewriting and handwriting. It 
also accelerates ·respiration. 4. music 111-
creases the extent of muscular reflexes em-
ployed 1n writing. drawing, etc. 5. music re-
duces norm~l suggestibility, except· in the case 
or direct sugges1;1on involving color 111 which 
suggestibility 1s increased; 6. musio seems 
to have a tendency to produce a shift 1n normal 
preference for chromatic and achromatic im-
pressions, the ohange being toward the blue end 
of the spectrum and the white end of the aohro-
matio series; 7. music has a tendency to re-
duce the extent of illusions by aot1ng as a 
distracting faotor; 8. mue1o influences the 
electrical oonductivity of the human body as 
manifested by 1ncreasei fluctuations 1n the 
psyohogalvanic reflex. 

Since the pioneer experiments of Diserens many more 

experiments have been conducted on the measurement and 

observation of physiological and physical reactions with 

and without music. Many of these experiments add a ques-

tionnaire in which the subjects of the experiment attempt 

l c. M. Diserens, op. cit., pa.ge 196. 
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to indicate their feelings and any other pertinent data; 

thus, both 1ntrospect1ve and-objective evidence are ga1ned 

from the experiment. 

There has been considerable recent experimentation at 

the University of Kansas to determine influences of music 

on mood and tension; consequently, a number of exper1me~ts 

have been completed which w111 add evidence to the support 

of the contribution of music now under discussion. Sinoe 

there is a considerable number of experiments illustrating 

the various approaches to the problem, those experiments 

selected for use at this time will be mentioned very briefly. 

In most cases only the nature and results of the experiment 

will be oonsiclered. 

Unkeferl found that playing sedative music for patients 

during the pre-coma phase of insulin coma therapy and 

playing mildly stimulative music during the post-coma 

phase can smooth out this treatment. This 1s an appli-

cation of the Iso principle: matching the existing mood 

of the patient with music, then, if desired, making gradual 

changes. Michel2 also made use of the Iso principle. Sub-

jects were patients of the disturbed, restless type. It 

l R. F. Unkefer. The Effect of Music in Insulin Corna 
Therapy.· Unpublished masters thesis, University of Kansas, 
1950. 

2 D. E. Michel. A Stud..y or the Sedative Effects of 
Music for Acutely Disturbed Patients in a Mental Hosn1tal. 
·unpublished masters thesis, University of Kansas, 1950. 
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was found that, in general, relaxative music had a quietir...g 

effect upon these patients. Most of the music was unfamiliar 

to all patients. The pleasure prinoiple 1s thQught to have 

played some part in the ch.ange, e.s 1s also the awareness of 

the patients that they were receiving extra attention. 

Perryl measured the ab111ty of subjects of high school 

age, and with some musical baokgroll;lld, to learn braille 

reading with 211d. without music. All subjects possessed 

normal vision; the blind condition ·was simulated by- the 

use of taped glasses. Results showed that music facili-

tated the learning of braille by these subjects, and that 

quiet, non-stimulative musio had resulted 1n the best learn-

ing. The conclusions are that nervous tension and the 

threshold of touch are affected by music. In another per-

formance experiment Hahn2 observed the effect of varying 

musical stimuli upon the work of students in an e11gineering 

drawing class. Five class periods of the same class group 

were used. Three periods received no music, one received 

cont1nuoua popular mus1o, and the other received continuous 

classical musio. Results showed that more work was accom-

l)lished with music and that there was better accuracy. 

1 Doradeen Perry. A StuQy of the Effects of Music 1n 
the Learning of Braille by Seeing Subjects. Unpublished 
masters thesis, University of Kausas, 1945. 

2 M. E. Hahn. "Music and Engineering Drawing." Kansas 
Music Review, 9: 9. 21-22, 1947 (December.) 
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Results were better with classical music than with popula1--. 

music • 

.An interesting experiment on the effect of music on 

posture wan conducted by Sears.l Twelve subjects of ages 

and backgrounds of a considerable variety were used. Five 

recordings chosen to represent different degrees of stimu-

lation were playe(l. Through a one-way mirror photographs 

were taken one-half minute after each recording sta1"'ted 

and again two-and-one-half minutes after the beginning of 

the reco1"ding. All subjects were seated on 1,1entical 

stools with no back rest. Conclusions from the results 

of photographs and observations were that musio evolcea 

changes 1n posture and that the same ty9e or piece of music 

evoked similar ol:1a11ges 111 all subjects, but in different 

amounts. 

L1vingston2 used enother approach to the idea of music 

influencing moods and similar moods in all of those exposed 

to the stimuli. Subjects with a substant12.l musical back-

ground and some ability to impr1ovise either by voice or 

instrument were used. Each subject was handled separately. 

Four pictures 1)f varying types, two of whlch were objective 

and two of which were non-objective, were contemplated e.t 

l w. w. Sears. Postural Resryonse to RecoI·ded Music. 
Unpublished masters thesis, University of Kansas, 1951. 

2 F. s. Livingston .. A Study of Musical Responses to 
Pictorial Stimuli. Unpublished wasters thesis, University 
o:r Kansas, 1951. 
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separate intervals by the subject. The subject then im-

provised his feelings and lmpressions on voice or L.~stru-

ment. Results showed a similarity in moo(1 1n <;hese im-

provised responses among the various subjects. The con-

oluslon is that moods in art can be perceived similarly 

by people. Oerrenl also ma.de use of the possible connec-

tion be·tween art and mus1o. He selected eighteen subjects 

of varying ages and baokgroundR and played five recordings 
I 

of instrumental music of supposedly various degrees of 

stimulation while the subjects contemplated four varying 

non-objective pict1.11"es. Subjects also studied these 

piotures •without music being played. Results of questions 

on these pictures showed that music tend,s to make more 

spec1f1c1ty 111 response and that responses tend to be more 

favorable and optimistic with music than without. 

Additional data on the relationship of mood 1n music 

and art were brought forth 1n an experiment by Cater.2 

Several preliminary experimentu were performed, using 

students from classes of painting, drawing, and architeo-

tux•al design at the Kansas C1ty Art Institute. The pur-

pose 1n the preliminary stages was -to determine optinum 

1 N. L. Gerren. Rennonsen to Non-Objective Pictures 
With and Without Mus~c. Unpublished masters thesis, Uni-
versity of Kansas, 1948. 

2 N. L. Cater. The Effect of Music on Painting. Un-
published masters thesis, University of Kansas, 1949. 
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working conditions. In the final experiment he played two 

radically contrasting musical selections, one very st1mu-

la.t1ve, the other very rela:mtive. Each selection was 

played continuously for thirty minutes. Ten advanced 

art students each painted a water color du:ring these two 

thirty-minute periods. Observations showed. that the sub-

jects appearec1 to be more nervous during the plcying of 

the stimule.1;1ve music ana to be more cnlm a.ur1ng the 

playing of the relaxative music. Results 1n the pa1nt1r...gs, 

al1 of whlch were non-objective, showed a predominance of 

dark colors and abrupt, sharply-defined llnes w1th vertical 

tendency during the stimulative music. Light colors and 

flowing, 't'-rav-y lines with much horizontal tenclency were the 

most evident features or the paintings composed during the 

relaxative music. These various tendencies wera prevalent 

in the work of all tell artists. 

The foregoing experiments have been presented to 

demonstrate the many possible approaches to the influence 

of music on moods and tension. The numerous phys1olog1cal 

changes which a1-ie caused by music, the changes in physical 

and mental performenoe when certain types of music are 

heard, ancl the exam1nat1on of one's own :feelings, all a.re 

part of the problem. Current enthusiasm 1ndloates thnt 

more data will be forthcoming in these areas. 
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4) Nusic can serve as a medium for the develooment 
of the ·nowcrs of discrimination and .jugJt,'TP..e:nt. 

D1scr1m111.ation and judgment probably aNi vital 

factors in any ecluoa.tional field. Scholarly opinion re-

gards discrimi11at:l.on as partioulurly necessary in any 

f 1eld in wh1oh the desired goal is appreciation and en-

joyment: "That musical discr1m1na.t1on1 as so understood., 

is a capacity of the highest importance, that it is a 

natural and inevitRble expression of musical res}1onsive-

ness, that it is a cha.racte11 istic qu&~lity of a. truly 

musical person 1s so obvious that n,J one is likely to 

quostion th6 propos1tion.nl 

In any thorough music education program the indlvidual 

will beoome acquainted with many kinds of music. Since 

most persons have only a modest amount of time to devote 

to music, the music which gives the most satisfaction to 

the individual naturally must be give11 preference. For 

leisure-time list~ning 01' performance the individual must 

be able to choose from his broad acquaintance of mus&c 

that which mea.i'l.S most to him: 

Without laying claim to more skill than he can win 
through his own efforts, the layman l1Rs at his ,11s-
posal definite ~ans of extending his artistic knowl-
edge and developing his sensibility. In acquiring 

l J. L. f1tu-'sell. Education for Musical G1~owth. i'l'9w 
York: GL'tJ.ll and Co., 1948, page 172-l?J. 
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such means he will not only acid power unto himself; 
and. give himself r~ justifiable sense of modest pride 
1n personal achiovement, but also, in becoming a 
sound.or judge, he will be able to use the time that 
he }l..,as for lintening to music, reading, etc., to the 
best possible a.dvm1.taga. In bricf--1!1 leurni:.,g to 
e.ppreciate--to size up, to jtH.1ge as fully as uossible, 
the music we hear, the books ·we rear1, the -pictures 
or architecture we see--we-are able to equtp ourselves 
so that Ttte rece1,re the fullest possible onjoy~cnt from 
thcm.l 

In reference to the need for discr1m1nntj.on, the argu-

ment may arise that n typ1cnl mountaineer resident may 

thoroughly enjoy rear..y of the bnllado and tunes of his own 

people, lmow nothing of any other rnun1c, yet s:re11d his 

spare time happily with this music; therefore, no need 

of d1scr1rninat1on end judgment ex1.sts. However, 1n this 

supposition the idea has been ignored that the mountaineer 

will need to develop d1scr1minat1on even 1n the relatively 

narrow boundaries of his own folk music.. He must learn 

to discriminate between what appeals to him and what does 

not. Also, there 1s the p~obab111ty that 1f he were ac-

quainted with a vast amount of music of many kinds, he 

might be able to select music from this potential which 

might give him even greater satisfaction. Coupling thls 

with his folk music, ho might receive more total satis-

faction than pr~viously. 

l H. D. McKinney and w. R. Anderson. 
of Listening. New Brunswick, New Jersey: 
s1ty Press, 194), page 4. 

The Challenge 
Rutgers Un1ver-
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One interpretation of the manner in which discr1m1-

nat1on is used appears in the following rather picturesque 

passage, concerned not so much with different types of 

music as the differences in worth of similar types: 

To come back to mus1o, compare "Isoldens Liebestod," 
Grieg's song Ioh Liebe Dich, and the average torch 
song. Once more the theme is human love, but how 
d1f:rerently conceived, felt, and treated. Once more 
you have the gamut--ecstasy asserting itself on the 
brink of oblivion, a worthy sentiment feelingly ex-
pressed, the crude bellowing of a discontented cow. 
There again the differences a.re obvious. It is the 
universal explanation, the universal or1ter1on. Here 
is the reason why the best music of Beethoven 1s 
better than the best mus1o of Chopin, why the best 
waltzes of Chopin are better than the best waltzes 
of Johann Strauss.l 

The terma "goodn and "bad" as applied to music are 

used 1n several ways. Ma.ny persons apparently believe 

that good music can be defined as a sincere expression 

of profound emotional 1nep1rat1on, whereas bad mus1o 1s 

a trivial expression or the commonplace or vulgar in emo-

tion. If this standard 1s used, the worth of music must 

be decided by a highly-educated, musically-sensitive per-

son who possesses the qualities both of the musician and 

the philosopher. The goal of education would be to at-

tempt to reach appreciation of the good and. do away with 

the bad. D1scr1m1nat1on should result in preference of 

l J. L. Mursellt op. o1t., page 177. 
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the former to the latter. Referring to Plato: 

Th1a much I myself am willing to concede to the 
majority of men,-that the criterion of music should 
be pleasure; not, however, the pleasure of any 
chance person; rather I should regard that mus1c 
which pleases the best men and the highly educated 
as about the best, and as quite the best if it 
pleases the one man who excels all other 1n virtue 
and eduoation.l 

For a modern interpretation Gehrkens states as one 

of the desired objeot1ves for attainment by the end of 

elementary school: "A gradually developing .taste for 

the better music rather than the poorer, this being 

evinced by the choice of the best songs available 1n 

school; and by a growing desire to sing, play, and listen 

to better and better mus1o outside of sohool."2 

Kant makes the following distinctions: "That which 

gratifies a man 1s called 'pleasant'; that which merely 

pleases him 1s tbeaut1ful'; that to which he accords an 

obJecti ve worth ;s 'good' . "3 To enlarge on this use of 
11 good," if a man views a vase from the standpoint of 

appearance alone, he is making a judgment of the 11beaut1-

ful." Any feeling of pleasure must follow the judgment, 

not precede it. However, if he views the vase from the 

1 Plato. Laws, Book II. Translation by R. o. Bury. 
New York: o. P. Putnam's Sons, 1926, page 109. 

2 K. W. Gehrkenn. Music in the Grade Schools. 
Boston: c. c. Birchard and Co., 1934, page 3. 

3 T. H. Greene, editor. Kant Selections. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929, page 3?8. 
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standpoint of how well 1t can hold flowers, or a oerta1n 

quantity of water, he 1s making a judgment of the "good." 

According to Kant, a judgment of the beautiful, being en-

tirely disconnected from any use or value of the Judged 

object, ascribes universality 1n agreement. A Judgment 

of the "pleasant" is entil'ely dependent upon the taste 

of the individual, and wide variety can be expected in 

this judgment: 

To one violet colour 1s soft and lovely, to another 
it 1s faded and dead. One man likes the tone of 
wind instruments, another that of strings. To 
strive here with the design of reproving as in-
correct another man's judgement which is different 
from our own, as if the judgements were logically 
opposed, would be folly. As regards the pleasant 
therefore the fundamental proposition 1s val1d, 
every one has his own taste.l 

Another interpretation, and one which seems to fit 

more congruously into present-day educational trends, is 

that ngoodn and "bad" in music should be used only 1n re-

lation to the 1nd1v1dual--how well this or that music 

meets the needs of the particular individual involved. 

This philosophy seems to be somewhat in agreement with 

that of Kant, since "good11 refers to the use or worth of 

the music for the particular individual. Music education 

1s concerned w1 th broadeniri..g the scope of knowledge,. 

offering the opportunity to get acquainted with as many 

l T. H. Greene, editor, op. cit. 
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kinds and degrees of musical experience as possible, and 

giving the student ample opportunity to develop 1n the 

ability to d1scr1m1nate for himself and in relation to 

the needs of his own personality. It is possible that 

a student may comprehend the sincerity and skill with 

which an 1nsp1rat1on 1s conveyed, yet the selection in 

question 1e :qot ()f vital concern to him. 

Such tarms as 11 sincere n 11 pro:round tt 'bomplex " I , I I 

11 dramat10," 11exo1t1ng." 11 t1-:.1vial, "vulgar" and -the like 

probably are somewhat less obscure in reference to musio 

than the terms "good" and "bad"; however, there 1s con-

siderable disagreement in any given situation between 

even those most capable in d1scr1minat1on and Judgment. 

Krone says: 

The new school 1s surely concerned with the de-
velopment of taste and appreciation in children. 
This part of creative learning is not brought 
about by imposing adult standards of excellence 
upon students. They must have a chance to help 
in the setting up of their own standards, and to 
help 1n the judging and evaluating of the work 
of others as well as their own.l 

In closing this d1souss1on, the idea should be 

mentioned that the actual choosing of music for personal 

enjoyment and satisfaction perhaps depends on many fac-

tors. Schools have attempted to increase appreciation 

l B. P. Krone. Music 1n the New School, Chicago: 
Ue11 A. Kjos Music Co., 1941, page 82. 
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by ~ncreas1ng the student's understandings 111 music, and 

knowledge about the background of the music. Undoubtedly 

the foregoing procedui~e 1s a part of the picture; however, 

it does not explain why a student may even then not enjoy 

the music, why he yet enjoys certain music of his earlier 

life although he may recognize 1n some measure the trivi-

ality of this mus1c, or why he enjoys some music which he 

underatands but vaguely. It may be possible that there 

are certain things in the general nature or personality 

of the student and also details ·of his background which 

influence musical preferences. Such, at least, 1s the 

opinion of McKinney and Anderson: "What we aotually get 

from music depends upon what we can bring to it, upon our 

natural aptitudes, our musical skills, our general back-

grounds, our peculiar temperaments. 111 

In conclusion, the contributions of music to general 

education which have been stated and discussed 1n this 

chapter were formulated as a result; of the study of the 

literature in the following fields: l} the use of music 

in primitive cultures; 2) folk music of modern society; 

J) the influence of music on behavior; 4) aesthetics and 

education 1n music; 5) miscellaneous supplementary materials. 

1 H. D. McKinney and w. R. Anderson, op. cit., page 7. 
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Contributions were ohosen which appeared to have some 

relationship to the desired outcomes of general educa-

tion previously determined. 

The following 1s a re-statement of these contri-

butions: 

1) Music can serve as a medium for the expression., 
commun1cat1on, and recording of feelings, aspi-
rations, and ideas. 

2) Mus1o can enhance social activity and promote 
social oonsoiousness and adaptability. 

3) Music oan influence moods and serve as a regu-
lator of tension. 

4) Music can serve as a medium for the development 
of the powers of disor1m1nat1on and Judgment. 
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CHAPTER V 

DETERMINATION OF CRITERIA FOR MUSIC 

IH GENERAL EDUCATION 
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The culmination of the present study 1s the deter-

mination of the cr1ter1c. In this study a criterion=-

is a condition or consideration which must be satisfied 

to bring about a contribution of music to general edu-

cation. In this chapter the relationship of each con-

tribution of music to each desired outcome of general 

education will be determined, and a criterion designed 

as a guide to the realization of each possible contri-

bution. 

Exolanation of the Crosshatch Technique 

The technique used in the ~resent study to give 

visual representation to the areas of general education 

to which music can contribute, as well as to help foous 

attention on possible relationships among these areas of 

general education and music, 1s known as a "crosshatch.n 

A crosshatch diagram usually contains two lists of 

factors, one list being in a horizontal direction across 

the top of the page. the other in a vertical direction 
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down the left hand side of the page. When lines inclosing 

each factor are extended, squares or similarly shaped areas 

are formed, one each for every possible relat1onoh1p of 

the two lists of factors. The fact that there is a relation-

ship is indicated by drawing lines or other designation 

across the appropriate square 01• similar figure. If there 

is a desire to iniicate degrees of 1mpo~tance of relation-

ship or contribution, this 1s done by leaving the area 

blank to represent little or no impm:itanoe, using single 

lines (single hatch) for moderate importance, and crossed 

lines (crosshatch) for much importance. 

An example of the foregoing type of technique 1s found 

in a study made by Koos.l He discovered and listed the 

peculiar functions of the junior high sohool--such as rec-

ognition of individual differences and guidance--fi-om a 

canvass of the literature. He then determined the fea-

tures of organization of the junior high sohool--such as 

program of studies ability grouping--from a survey of 

procedures in junior high schools. The blank, single, and 

crosshatch tec~,uques were used, the hatches indicating 

the various degrees of bearing of the feature of organi-

zation upon the likelihood of the performance of each 

1 L. v. Koos. The Junior High School. Boston: Ginn 
a:1J. GO.' 1927, pagoR 129-132. 
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function. The purpose of the study was to present evi-

dence which, if used in school organization, would re-

sult in the adaptation of the featureo to the perform-

ance of the fu.11ctions. It was mentioned that the ciegrees 

of importance of the relationships wore based on the 0'91n-

ion of the author, not on scientific evidence. 
1rhere 1s a study L-i progress at ths present time ln 

which a consideration is made of three factors instead 

of the usual two .1 A committee fror.1 the !Uddle .Atlantic 

Region of the Cooperative Program 1n Educational .Adrn1u1s-

trat1on determined that there were three main faators for 

consideration 1n tho fielcl of educational adm1n1strat1on: 

1) content--the contents or oonoepts peculiar to the field; 

2) method--rnethods of performing the functions necessary 

1n the field;;) sequence--the time sequence and relation-

ships of the activities. Each of these dimensions was dis-

cussed, then a tr1-d1mens1onal figure dl'awn up in uh1ch 

relationships of the three factors could be visualized, 

thus aiding in the necessary study and analysis. 

In the present study the purpose is to determine all 

possible co:ntributions of music to general education., and 

1 Cooperative Program in Educational Administration. 
A Tri-dimensional View of the Job of' Educational Adminis-
tration... New York: Teachers College, C'Jlumb1a University, 
1:;·.51 ( mimeographed form.) 
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to formu.late necessary or1ter1a: condit1ono an,1 cono1c1-

ere.tio11s which must be satisfied for the realization of 

the contributions. There will be no attempt to estimate 

the relative importance of each '!r1tcr1on, 1f cUfferences 

do e:tlst. The ref ore, only two kinds of 1n1.icat1on are 

uecessa.rir: one to show contribution, another to show no 

contribution. Tho decision was made to 1ndicato co11tr1-

but1011 by a crosshatch and no contribution by a blank 

a1.,ea. The results nrtJ shown 111 t,10 table on t~he noxt 

page. 



TABLE I 

1) I1us1o can serve 
as a medium for the 
expression, com-
munication, and re-
cording of feel-
ings, aspirations, 

s::: and ideas. 
0 
-i 
.p 
eel ! 2} Music can en-
til h.anoe social aot1v-
,..., 1 ty and promote f social conscious-
$ ness and aclaptabil-

ity. 
0 
0 .µ 

0 ..... 
m 3) Music can :1-nflu-

ence moods and 
serve as a regula-
tor of tension. 

4) Husic ce.n serve 
as a. medium for 
the development of 
the po·wera of dis-
or1mi:ne~t 1on and 
judgment. 

CROSSHATCH INDICATING 
TO THE DESIRED 

1) General educa-
tion should result 
in the ability to 
make logical judg-
ments through the 
processes of rea-
sonL'lg. 

Desired 

2) General educa-
tion should result 
1n adequate- com~ 
mand of the basic 
non-vocational 
skills needed 1n 
daily living. 

.AREAS IN WHICH r-rusic· CAN CONTRIBUTE 
OU'l'COMES OF GENER.4.L EDUCATIOM 

Outcomes of General Education 

J) General educa-
tion should result 
in the ability: to 
engage in compe-
tent part1o1pation 
in social and po-
litical affairs. 

) General eduoa-
ion should result 

·n adequate func-
ional knowledge 
f the phys 1.cEil 
nd biological laws 
,no. information 
;eeded for compe-
tency and satis-
aotion 1n dally-
iving. 

lJO ~-- Area of Contribution 

Area of lfo Contribution 

) General educa- 6) General eduoa-
1on should result t1on should result 
n conscientious, 1n an emotionally 
nte111gent appli- sound and sat1s-
at ion of" ethics to fying life. 
ersonal and social 
.atter~. 
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Nature of the Criteria 

The problem of determ1n1itg criteria for music in gen-

eral education demands consideration of the following two 

factors: 1) all possible relationships or contributions 

of music, as defined in the four statements, to the six 

desired outcomes of general education; 2) conditions and 

considerations in musical experience or related experience 

which could, 1f successfully realized, bring about contri-

butions to general education anJ. therefore can be considered 

as criteria. 

It wa.s discovered that some variety e::cisted in the 

manner of determining the criteria. For exaMple, one con-

tribution of music to one desired outcome of general edu-

cation might result 1n the formulation of one criterion, 

but 1n another situation this single 1--elationship seemed 

to justify two or more separate criteria. In reverse, a 

single contribution of music may contribute to more than 
> 

one desired outcome of general education, but in some cases 

a single criterion adequately satisfied this relat1onsh1?. 

The exact condition or consideration stated 1n each 

criterion was determined by the previous evidence brought 

forwe..rd in support of each desired outcome of eeneral edu-

cation and nppareri.t contr1·but!on of music to general education. 
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In some cases the evidence itself suggested the criterion. 

In other cases the criterion was a result of a logical 

conclusion drawn from the evidence. In all cases only 

relationshipa which seemec:L fairly direct were used. Al-

though the first three contributions of music are some-

what related, nntl over-lap, the attempt was made to make 

the division and use of each as exclusive as possible. 

Areas 1n which no contr1but1on of music could be discovered, 

or 1n which 110 reliable supporting evidence had been !)re-

sented., were omitted in the selection of cr1ter1a. For 

example, music is used regularly 1n religious services 

and may be a means of religious ex:9ression; however, no 

evidence was discovered by the to:-1ter of the present study 

in support of the position that music 1n this con..Y1ection 

resulted in improvement in ethical 'behavior either during 

or after 1ts use. Perhaps music ca~ assist in producing 

a happy, emotionally sotmd individual, ana. such a person 

would be inclined toward conscientious attention to the 

ethical s1de of life, but this idea would be difficult 

to substantiate with evtdence. 

Much relativity and over-lapping exists in the various 

stateme·nts of the criteria. As in the case of the desired 

outcomes of general education and the oontr1but1ons of 

music to these outcomes, separation in many cases 1s for 

the purpose of emphasis. One criterion may indicate the 
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neea. for certain munic mater•ials, ,1herea.s another infers 

a needed type of activity. One may point toward mental 

c1.tso1pl1ne or method of st,nrly; another may 1nc1icate need 

for some study correlated with munic. Also, the degree 

of specificity is not the sarae for all criteria. 

It is possible th&t many of the criteria could be 

satisfied. in one music course; hmrever, allmn!nce for 

ind1v1.dual diffe1"ences woulcl indicate a necessity for 

many typen of courses. 

The following is e. statement of the criteria, eight 

in number. in the order in which they ·Nere formulated 

from the crosshatch. 'j:1he method of c1etermim~t1on nncl 

the justification of each criterion, also brief mention 

of some specific activities which might be of value 1n 

the particule.r consideration under discussion, are presented 

after this statement: 

1) Nuslcal experience in general education should 
include opportunities for the development of 
basic musical sk1.lls. 

2) Nusical experience in general education should 
include study of the folk music of many cultures 
and eras. 

J) Hus1cal experience in general education should 
include study of the various types of formal 
comµositions bl composers of many cultures and 
eras. 



4) Musical experience in gene1•2.l education should 
include correlated study of personal and social 
background factors rclv.tcd to the pe..:rt1c·u1ar 
music under consideration. 

5) Musical experience 1n general education should 
include opportunities for the vur1ous men.no of 
self-expression. 

6) Musical e~per1ence 1n general education should 
i:ncluclc opportunities for e.ctive participation 
L~ group musical enter-prises. 

7) Musical experience in general education should 
include opportunities for the study of muoic 
representative of all possible effective states. 

8) Husical experience in general education should 
include critical analys1o and attempted evnluc..-
tion of the music; the goal of these efforts 
should be the development, in each 1nd1v1d.ual, 
of the ability to judge and discriminate inde-
pendently• an,d in accorcla.nce u1th his 01tm emo-
tional needs. 

Preceding each criterion 1s a statement of the numbers 

of the desired outcomes of general education and the con-

tribution of music to these outcomes involved 1n tho cri-

terion under consideration. If the reader desires the 

content of the statements of the desired outcomes and 

contributions of mus1o; he can obtain these by referring 

to the crosshatch. 

Statement and Justification of the Criteria 

Des1rea. Outcome: s. 
Contribution of Music: 1. 
Criterion: I!usical exnerience in general education 

should ~'1.clude ounortun1t1es for the development of basio 
musical skills. 
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Evidence has been advanced 1n support of the idea 

that competency 1n the basic skills of communication--

speaking• writing, reading, and listening--is a desired 

outcome of general education. The idea that music can 

serve as a medium of expression end communication has 

been advanced and supported. A oonclusion based on the 

evidence seems to indicate that opportunity should be 

provided for the development of the skills necessary for 

both the active and passive phases of musical communi-

cation. The degree of develo"9ment of these skills would 

depend on the needs of the particular individual. The 

active phase of communication includes the skills in-

volved 1n such aot1v1t1os as singing, playing an inot~u-

ment, and dancing; the passive phase would include such 

activities as listening and music reading. 

Apart from the subject of communication, the in-

ference 1n the literature of general education is that 

any basic skill which helps the particular individual 

to meet his non-vocational needs should receive attention. 

This consideration auggests the provision of opportunities 

for developing thone basic musical skills ,•1hich may be 

needed as a means of exoress1on. 



Desired Outcome: .1 
Contributlo11 of r1usic: 1 
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Criterion: Musical exnerience in ~cneral education 
should include study of the folk music of ma11,v cultures 
and eras. 

The necessity for all citizens to have a degree of 

competency in soc1~1 relationships and uol1t1cal affairs 

has been determined as a desired outcome of general edu-

cation. Major success 1n any social or -political rela-

tionship demands understanding of the chm'acteristics 

of those with whom relationships are expected. 'l.'he 

forces which make people what they are c.ald motivate them 

to behave the way they c1.o must be understood in any at-

tempt to enter satisfactorily into sooia.l relationships; 

otherwise, necessary procedures for reaching agreements 

and comp1~omises caxmot be applied. 

Analysis of the literature has sho\'m that folk music--

the basic musical expression of the mrm::rns--has been a 

vital eleme!1t in all major societies since primitive 

times. Host of this music is vocal and of short duration, 

thus being a fairly direct communication of feeling, asp1-

ro.tion, or idea, with a minimum of o'i:>Scurity. It is evi-

dent that an analysis and experiencing of such recorded 

expression can promote some 1u1derstanding of the history, 
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aspirations, problems, and emotional natures of the people 

with whom the music originated, since the mus1o itself 1s 

a direct result of an attempt to express anc1. communicate 

these factors. 

Des 1red_ Outcome: 1 
Contribution of Music: l 

Crj_tei,lon: Musical exoerience in general education 
should. include study of the various t;roes of' formal com-
positions by comnosers of many cultures and eras. 

This criterion, similar to the preceding one, also 1s 

concerned with the commun1cat1on of feelings, .asp1.rat1ons, 

a~d ideas through music, and the contribution of the re-

ception of this communication to the imderstan{Ung of t!'l.o 

person or~ peoples re?resented by the music. As previously 

mentioned, these underste.ndings e.re necessary for success-

ful social relationships and resultant social a.nd politi-

cal competency. It has been pointed out earlier in the 

present. stua.y that direct communication in formal musio 

is somewhat difficult, particularly in instrumental music 

which ls not intended to b.-1 descriptive of materi&l things. 

Thus, there will be a wide range in the extent of communi-

cation, if any at all is achieved, since the composer 1s 

intent upon expressing his own very intimate feelings, im-

pressions, or ideas. On the contrary, much folk music 1n 

1ts final form is a very concrete, easily communicated 
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e1."))ression, representative of a gz•oup or an entire culture. 

Hm•mver, there 1s a definite relationship between these 

types of music, since the composer's expression is largely 

a result of his personality, which, in turn, may be to 

a considerable extent a result of the influences of the 

society and era to which he belongs. Therefore, formal 

music can be considered as having a relation to social 

competency, providing some degree of commy.n1cation takes 

place. 

Desired Outcome: ..1 
Contribution of Hus1c: l 
Criterion: Musical exnerience in general education 

should include correlated study of personal and social 
background factors related to the pa1~t1cule..r music under 
consideration. 

Mention was made in the discussion of the preceding 

criterion that communication is more difficult and comnlex 

in formal music, particularly music of the abstract instru-

mental type, than in folk music and other vocal music. 

When communication through music is obscure or absent 

entirely, such commun1cet1on possibly could be improved 

by a knowledge of the influences which helped give birth 

to the particular musical expresoion. If while experi-

encing the nn1sic the performer or listener has an under-

standing of n.ertinent bAckground factors, he may in some 
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degree recapture the motivating forces which led to the 

original musical expression of the composer. Any communi-

cation of such nature undoubtedly will offer some insight 

into social influences of the society and era 111 question, 

since these have affeoted the life of the composer. 'l\hus, 

some contribution __ through formal music can be made to the 

desired outcome of social and political competency. It 

should be realized that the personal temperament, character, 

and philosophies of the composer, although not always 

brought about directly by social factors, would also pla.y 

a large part in his musical expression. 

Correlated study of backgi•ound factors related to 

folk music probably would result in very little improve-

ment in communication, if any; nevertheless, this study 

might prove interesting a:nd enjoyable. 

Desired outcome: .§. 

Contribution of Music: .! 
Criterion: Musical exneriencc in general education 

should include opnortunities for the various means of 
self-exuression. 

The great importance of the emotional factor in edu-

cation has been brought out in the present study. In con-

nection with experiences ·which could contribute to emo-

tional satisfaction, ercphasis was placed u9on those activi-

ties which give the individual opportunity for giving 
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expression and design to his feelings and ideas. The 

word •creative• generally 1s used in referring to this 

eXpression of the 1nd1v1dual1 s own feelings, in contrast 

to the strict 1m1tat1on or copying of the expression of 

others. The preceding sentenoes should not be interpreted 

to mean that no emotional satisfaction can result from 

performing or listening to the creative efforts of others, 

or· from imitating their styles or teclmiques. 

Since music 1s one of the mediums of express1on,-

oreat1ve expression 1n music should, if suooessfully 

employed, result in some degree of emotional satisfac-

tion. Creative ability in music does not necessarily 

refer only to composition and 1mprov1sat1onal activities, 

although these may be of prime importance, but may also 

refer to any musical activity 1n which the individual 

feels he is expressing something of his own personality, 

making musical discoveries for himself, or making an 

original contribution to the music. All musical act1v1-

ties--from free composition or 1mprov1sat1on, and self-

expression in the dance to singing and listening aot1vi-

t1es--can contain the creative element. 



Desired Outcome: 3 and 6 
Contribution of Music:. z. 
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Criterion: Musical experience in general education 
should include opnortunities for active oart1c1nat1on in 
group musical enterprises. 

The fact that the ability to engage competently in 

social and pol1t1eal affairs is a. desired outcome of gen-

eral education has been stated and supported in the present 

study. In a like manner, the use of music as an aid in 

arousing sooial .consciousness, with resultant increase in 

social adaptability, has received attention. The first 

logical step in social and political competency would seem 

to be the ability to engage in satisfactory social ~elat1on-

sh1ps in the small, more 1nt1rnate groups, such as family, 

clubs, church, and other community groups. If social 

competency and understanding cannot be attained in these 

relatively intimate relationships, thereprobably 1s little 

chance of much success 1n state, national, and international 

affairs. 

The bulk of the evidence related to the sooial poes1-

b111t1es of music supports active part1c1pat1on as necessary 

for the greatest degree of success. Since the general ~ub-

110 participates 1n music for the most part 1n relatively 

small gatherings, and since most organized music groups 

are of a more or less intimate nature, the direct contri-

bution of mus1o appears to be to the more intimate social 



relationships. ·Evidence indicates that the most valuable 

social s1tuat1on 1s brought about when all members of a 

group are participating actively 1n music which all mem-

bers are enjoying. Some of the common act1v1t1es of 

this nature are orchestras, bands, ensembles, choruses, 

group or community singing. and dancing classes. 

The fact that social. benefits resulting through 

music have emotional satisfaction as a ooncomitant 

just1f1es the mention of this contr1but1on to the de-

sired outcome of general education concerned with a 

satisfying emotional life. It is doubtful 1f any great 

degree of social consciousness would develop without the 

presence of emotional stimulation. 

Desired Outcome: 4 and 6 

Contribution or Mus1o: .l 
Criterion: Musical exoer1ence in general education 

should include onnortun1t1es for the study o:f music 
reuresentat1ve of all possible affective states. 

The most heavily documented contribution of music to 

general education defined 1n the present study concerns 

the abilities of mus1o to influence moods and regulate 

tension. Thus the emotional well-being and satisfactions 

possible from the realization of the foregoing ab111t1es 

make a direct contribution to the desired outcome of gen-

eral education concerned with an adequate knowledge of 

biological information for healthful, satisfying living; 



contribution also .. is made to the desired outcome per-

taining to an emotionally sound and satisfying 11fe. 

In the former 1nstanoe the possession and intelligent 

use of the knowledge that music can influence moods 

and tension can be an. aid to emotional health, which, 

in turn, contributes to the total health of the in-

dividual. For this reason music can be considered as 
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a study in health education. It la this ability· of 

music to influence emotional health through the regu-

lation of mood and tension that oontr1butes to an emo-

tionally sound and satisfying life. 

The problem to be considered 1n formulating a 

suitable criterion 1B the manner- ln which the individual 

oan be made aware of all possible affective potentialities 

existing in music, so that he may make use of these 1n 

meeting his emotional needs. Satisfying experiences 1n 

many types of feeling and mood must be attained 1n school 

life in order that the individual will develop favorable 

attitudes toward mus1o, carry broad musical knowledge 

and interests into h1s future life, and continue tho 

satisfying use of music. Musical activity 1n this 

connection seems to suggest experiences 1n many types 

of music, representative of all possible shades of affec-

tive states. Probably no one curricular or extra-class 

activity can be designated as the best source for 
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achievement of the praoeding objective; all mus!oal ex-

periences can make s1gn1f1oant contributions. The type 

of activity 1n itself may play a major part in emo·t1onal 

satisfaction. 

Desired Outcome: land 6 
Contribution of Music: E: 
Criterion: Musical exoerienoe -in general education 

should include critical analysis and attemnted evaluation 
of the mus1o; the goal of these efforts should be the 
develoument. in eech individual·, of the ability to Judge 
and discriminate independently, and in aocordanoe with his 

emotional needs, 

1'he necessity, for personal and social reasons, for 

each 1ndiv1duel to develop competency in forming judgments 

through the use of logical reasoning has been discussed 

and supported in the present study. The idea that maxi-

mum satisfaction from music demands the continuing develop-

ment and use of the powers of judgment and d1scr1m1nat1on 

also has been brought out and supported. Since thorough 

musical experience makes this demand, such experience can 

be considered as making a definite contribution to the 

desired outcome of general education concerned with the 

ab111ty of each individual to make logical judgments. 

In addition, because d1scr1m1nation is necessary for any 

considerable degree of emotional satisfaction from music, 

the development and use of this ability can make a con-

tribution to a satisfying emotional life. Music, then. 



1s one of the areas i"n lth°!ch exercise of judgment and 

discrimination can and should take place. 
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The method of realizing the deoired goal would entail 

many factors. some of which have been brought out 1n pre-

ceding criteria. For example, knowledge of backgrou..~d 

factors related to the music may be an aid ill determining 

the nature and sincerity of the music, as well as an aid 

to commu11ication. Broad coverage of music representative 

of all affective states would broaden the scope for f:.-is-

cr1m1nat1on in line with personality needs. Further 

method would demand some analysis of the elements which 

compose the music, in'order to discover the aotual musi-

cal phenomena and effects which br-i11g about the subjective 

reactions of the individual and influence h1s Judgment 

of the music. 

I11 closing, the following statement of the eight 

criteria for music 1n general education, as formulated 

from the desired outcomes of general education and the 

contributions of music to these desired outcomes, 1s 

presented for the purpose of summary: 

1) Musical experience 1n general education should 
1nclude opportunities for the development of 
basic musical skills. 

2) Musical eXPer1ence 1n general education should 
include study of the folk music of many cultures 
and eras. 



J) Iilus1cal ex-pe1--1e11ce in general educat1on shl)Uld 
include study of the various types of formal 
compositions by 0011posers of IDP-ny cultures nnd 
eras. 

4) Musical experience 1n general education should 
include correlated study of personal and social 
background factors related to the particular 
music tmder consideration. 

5) Musical experience 1n general education should 
include opportunities for the various means of 
self-expression. 

6) Musical experience in general educatlon should 
include opportunities for active participation 
in group ·mus1oal ent;erpr!ses. 

?) Musical experience in general education should 
include opportunities for the study of music 
representative of all possible affective states. 

8) Musical experience 111 general education should 
include critical analysis and attempted evaluation 
of ~he music; the goal of these efforts should be 
the development, 1n each individual, of the a-
b111ty to Judge and d1sorim1nate independently, 
and 1n accor<l.ance with his 01m emotional needs. 



CHAPTE.11 VI 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMJ~R'X, CONCLUSIO:t-lS, AND RECOMUENDATIOlm 

Summa.ry 

The first concern of the present study wan the formulation 

of a. definition of general education which could determine the 
philosophy ot the etudy. Several representative current def-

1n1tions were ste.ted, followed by a d1sousa1on or two rather 

contrasting philosophies for the realization of general ed-

ucation: emphasis on required subject matter and emphaoia on 

individual student needs. General education finally was de-

fined as any and all experience which contributeo to the aat1s-

faction of the needs of the particular individual in his role 

as a person and member of a society, but which is not concerned 

primarily with the peculiar deiw.nda or his vocation or intended 

vocation. 
An attempt was oo.de to state some of the significant 

historical features or the non-vocational aide of education, 
particularly music education. The gradual trend from genera.l 

to epeo1al1zed study and the current emphasis on pernonal end 

social values were important features of the discussion. 

The problem waa stated as a need for a determination of 

the means by which each subject of the curriculum can contribute 
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to the desired outoomes of general education and opec1f1cally:. 

for the present study, the possible contr1but1ona of music 

to general education·. The need for the otudy waa evident from 

the fact tre.t no research was discovered 1n which the problem 

of the present study was solved or partially solved. 'I.be 

purpose of the atudy was defined as an attempt to determine 

criteria. which must be satisfied for the thorough realization 

or the contribution of music to general education. 

Chapter II presented literature containing various 

issues for oona1derat1on in the use of music in general ed-

ucation. The literature was organized into the following 

categories: 1) cr1t1c1oms and suggestions for mus1c appreciation 

courses; 2) teaching experiments 1n music eppreciation; 3) in-

tegration of music with other subjects; 4) philosophies of 

music in general educat1on; teaching, administrative. and 

organizational problems of music 1n general education. 

Educat.1onal l1terature was studied 1n order to determine 

the desired outcomes of general education. Results or these 

efforts appear 1n Chapter III. The objectives which were 

stated or 1nf erred by the vast nn Jority or the authors v:ere 

chosen. for use in the present study. There was very little 

d1eo.sreement on the outcomes by the various nuthors or agencies. 

The follov,ing 1a a re-statement of these desired outcomes, as 



formulated tor use in the etudy: 

1) General eduoat,1on should result in the ability to 
make logical judgments through the processes or 
reasoning, 

2) General education should result 1n adequate command 
of the basic non-vocational okille needed in daily 
livlng-

3) General education ehould result 1n the ability to 
engage 1n competent participation 1n social and 
polit1oa.l·affa1rs. 

4) General education should result 1n adequate functional 
knowledge of the physical and b1olog1ca.l lawn e.nd 
information needed for competency and eat1sfaot1on 
in daily living._ 

5) General education should reoult in conscientious, 
intelligent application of ethics to personal and 
social ms. ttere .. 

6) General education should result in an emotionally 
sound and satiafying life. 

The procedure for determining the featut'ee of mole v1hioh 

might have a posu1ble relat1onah1p to the desired outcomes of 

general education was similar to that procedure used for 

obtaining the desired outcomes. Each proposed contribution 

waa, of necessity., submitted to rigorous examination in the 

light of the possible supporting evidence.. Jiny suggestion 

for something that muaic might do was discarded 11" it could 

not be adequately substantiated by fairly objective evidence,. 

The features of music which seemingly could make some con-

tribution to general education were stated and supported 1n 

Chapter IV. The following 1s a re-statement: 

l) Music can serve as a medium for the expression, 
communioation, and recording of feelings, aapirat1c)na, 
a.nd ideas. 
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2) Music can enhance soo1al activity and promote 
social conso1ouaneso and adaptability. 

:-; ) :Music can influence moods and oerve aa a regulator 
of tension. 

4) Music can earve ne a medium for the development 
of the powers or d1aor1mina.t1on und Judgment. 

In Chapter Va crosshatch diagram, placing the deairea 

outcomes of general eduoat1on on the horizontal ax1e and 

the contributions wh1oh music apparently can nv.lte to these 

outcomes on the vertical axis. was prepared. Ti11o diagram 

in 1ta completed form gave visual representation to the 

nature or the relat1onsh1ps and helped to focus attention 

on possible contributions of the areas or muaic to the areas 

of desired outcomes. \then a poi.rnible relationship was noted• 

1t was traced back to the supporting evidence. If the evidence 

was considered a.dequa te, a oond.1 tion or considere tion wh1oh, 

if' aat1sf1ed, could result in the realization of the con-

tribution, was formulated aa a criteria. The following 1s 

a re-statement of the criteria for music in general education: 

l) Musical experience in general education should include 
opportunities for the development __ of basic musical 
sk11la,. 

2) Musical experience in general education should include 
study of the folk music of uany cultures and erae _ 

3) 1-rusical experience 1n general education should include 
study of the various types of formal compoait1ons by 
composers of many cultures and eras. 

4) Musical experience 1n general eaucation should include 
correlated study of personal and social background 
factors r .. dated to the particular music under conaideretion. 
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5) Musical experience in general education should 
include opportunities for the various means or 
self-expression. 

6) Musical experience in general education should 
include opportunities for active participation 1n 
group mu Hi cal enterprises,. 

7) Musical experience 1n general education ahouid 
include opportunities for the study or muo1c 
representu t1ve .of all possible affective eta tea. 

8) Musical experience in general education should 
include or1 t1oal analysis and a tte:1:pted evaluation 
of the music; the goal of these eff'orto should be 
the developrnen~, 1n each 1nd1v1dual. of the ab111ty 
to judge and d1acr1m1nate independently, and in 

1accordanoe with hie own emotional needs. 

Conclusions 

l) Criteria which must be aat1ef1ed for the realization 
or the contribution of music to general education 
have been determined. 

The object1Yes or desired outcomes of general ed-

ucation, as :they are stated and inferred in the literature, 

were adopted. Charaoteriatica of music, and munical experience 

wh1oh seemed able to contribute to the realization of the 

desired outcomes were formulated from evidence. Each posn1ble 

contribution was analyzed separately to aacerta1n its exact 

nature, and a criterion was supplied to aid 1n the realization 

of the potential contribution. All conclusions on the various 

relationships and chosen criteria were baaed directly on 

evidence s.nd logical conclusions from ouch evidence. 

2) There is a poes1b1l1ty of incompleteness in evidence 
and criteria. 
When an attempt 1a made to discover all possible 
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features of any given subject--in the case of the present 

·study• the desired outoomee or general education and apparent 

contr1but1ona of music to these outcomes--the likelihood of 

omission or some feature or features 1e always present. 

When evidence is gathered through the literature of the 

various fields, ouch evidence depends on very broad and 

intensive study. Perhaps soma feature• considered and 

rejected, could have been adequately supported by evidence 

not a.t hand. Also, 1n the future 1t is posoible that 

additional data may be advanced through experimentation and 

practice. In addition, future trends 1n eauce.tion may alter 

the nature of the desired outcomes t·o aome extent, thus, in 

turn; changing the criteria somewhat. Final results 1n any 

study similar to the present one will depend on the foregoing 

cons1dera t1one. 

3) There 1s a moders. te degree of subjectivity in the 
method used for the determination of the criteria. 

The criteria were develaped from the desired outcomes 

of general education, the contributions of music to these 

outoomea, features 1n the supporting evidence, and conolusiona 

baaed on these features~ Since cr1ter1a were determined from 

the evidence, adherence to such evidence would largely govern 

the m.ture of the or1ter1a, thus guaranteeing some degree of 

obJect1v1ty in the procedure, In addition, the criteria, 

supported by evidence, could be considered to be fairly valid. 

However, the exact use of the evidence and the statement of 

the criteria depend somewhat on the 1nd1 Vidual conducting 
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the study. Although the evidence would not permit great 

freedom in the determination or the criteria, some variation 

1n the conditions and cona1derat1ons regarded as eaoent1al 

might be possible; If a study similar to the preoent one 1s 

atte:npted again, such a study might include a determ1nat1on 

of criteria, based on the same evidence, by a number or 

persons., Talt1ng the oompoa1 ta judgment of several persons 

would tend ta eliminate the errors in the subjective Judgment 

of 1nd1v1duala. 

A related factor to the foregoing d1ncuee1ori 1s that a 

cursory analysis of the crosshatch diagram does not give a 
direct indication of the exact nnture of the contribution. 

However, such 1nd1cat1on would be difficult in a study 

requiring analysis into the n?ature of the oontr1but1on and 

method for its realization. 

Recommendations 

l) Recommendations for use of the criteria 

There are several ways in which the or1ter1a developed 

1n this study can be used for evaluation and curriculum plan-

ning. Although the criteria are not all-inclusive of what must 

be known and done 1n the music program in higher education. 

these criteria do emphasize certain fairly specific consider-

ations which ahould be satisfied. A next step 1s the provision 

of specific activities which, 1~ successfully realized, can 
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bring about the particular contribution. 

One use of the criteria could be 1n e.n. 1nveot1gat1on of 

existing curricular offerings end extra-claso activities. 

An examination or catalogue course deacr1pt1ona would be 

a preliminary step, followed by interviews with 1nstructore 

and possibly some auditing of classes to f1nd out what actually 

appears to be taking place 1n the claaoroom. A aimile.r pro-

cedure could be followed for extra-class nct1vit1ea. The 

foregoing procedure, if thorough, should give 1ndicnt1ons or 

opportunities for sat1afaot1on of the criteria. 

If opportun1t1ee for the satiefaction of the criteria 

appear numerous, the extent to which actual realization of 

the criterta occurs would be a next consideration, curricular 

revisions and add1tione depending largely on the reeulte of 

auch investigation. As a preliminary step, one possibly 

worthwhile procedure would be to attempt to discover how 

well the students believe they hnve satisfied the cr1ter1a. 

A survey questionnaire, questions based on the criteria and 

designed to er1oouz,a.ge opinione on both curricular anc1 extra-

class activities, coUld be deeigned for the purpose. However, 

the foregoing procedUre would not by any means result in a 

complete or even entirely true picture of the situation. For 

example,l an analysis of student opinion at Dartmouth College 

1n reference to the «Great Issues Coureeu --a course including 

1 ;l'. v;. Braden. The Great Issues Course. Reprinted 
from the Dartmouth Alu.;;ni Magazine issue of October, 1947. 
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lectures and or1t1cal di~ouesion of current issues of 
society, and required of all aeniore--revealed that rrany 
atudento complainad bitterly about the course. However, the 

fact was discovered that some of the ntudentn who complained 

the moat-and said that they were getting nothing from the 

course were the ones who eat up the le.test nt night in the 

dormitories, heatedly debating the 1stmea considered at the 

previous lectures and diaouaaiona. 

The criteria could be used ~leo as a basis or gu1de for 

building an evaluative instrument. One suggestion 1a to build 

a comprehensive examination which will atte~pt to measure 

the extent to which the 1nd1v1dual has satisfied the criteria. 

It might be profital:Jle, if a oupposeoly thorough program 1a 

offered in the school, to administer the ey~m1nat1on to 

students at tho beginning of their college career and again 

at the end of their aen1or year. Results of this testing 

should give 1mpl1oationn for further research e.na study. 

2) Recommendations and considerations for related study 

The prolific literature on general education of the paet 

several decades, while ably pointing out needs of this educetion 

and advancing apparently logical methods fo~ the realization 
of these ne~ds, does not contribute very much sc1ent1f1c data 

in support of the n:any 1esues.1 The recommendation 1s made for 

l J-1;. cooperative project. sponsored by the University of 
?Unnesota, 1s conoerned w1th this subJeot: ff. T. Moree, editor, 
op. cit. 
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~o1ent1f1e etud1ea which will attempt to verify or nullify 

existing theories, as well as produce add1t1onnl evidence which 

may stimulate further; experimentation. For example, studies 

are needed which will attempt to determine actunl ohnnges which 

are taking place 1n the behavior of studento; and the faotora 

which are causing these changes. Knowledge of the relative 

contribution which euch factors as cultural advantages outo1c1e 

or school, intelligence, and cur1oB1ty make to educational 

results should be obtained 1n connection with the planning of 

curriculum. A further recommendation is ma.de for studies which 

will attempt to determine the type or types of students attending 

the 1nstitut1on, and the probable needs or these studentn. Such 

1nfornnt1on also 1a essential for the intelligent building of any 

curriculum. 
Returning to music, a recommendation 1s trade for s. study 

which will attemot to discover what part music is playing in 

the life of the general student five. ten, or twenty years after 

graduation. A lmowledge of the extent or use and nature of use 

of music• also preferences 1n music and musical experience, might 

be of service in evaluating the present curriculum and making 

plans tor the future. 

In conolus1on. 1t 1s hoped that this study, by 1te attempt 
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to decide what contributions muo1o can make to general education 

and formulate criteria as a guide to the real12..ation of these 

contr1but1011a, 'INJ.y stimulate interest and further research into 

the potentialities or all areas of learning in relation to 

general education. 
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